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Abstract

This paper provides estimation and inference methods for an identified
set’s boundary (i.e., support function) where the selection among a very
large number of covariates is based on modern regularized tools. I charac-
terize the boundary using a semiparametric moment equation. Combining
Neyman-orthogonality and sample splitting ideas, I construct a root-N con-
sistent, uniformly asymptotically Gaussian estimator of the boundary and
propose a multiplier bootstrap procedure to conduct inference. I apply this
result to the Partially Linear Model, the Partially Linear IV Model and the
Average Partial Derivative with an interval-valued outcome.

1 Introduction and Motivation.

Interval-valued outcomes are ubiquitous in economic research. Examples of
such outcomes include bidders’ valuation inEnglish auctions (Haile and Tamer
(2003)), income andwages (Trostel et al. (2002), Gafarov (2019)), house prices
(Gamper-Rabindran and Timmins (2013), Beresteanu and Sasaki (2020)), and
county-level employment rates (Autor et al. (2013)). An outcome is interval-
valued if the actual outcome Y is missing, but there exist an observable lower
bound YL and an upper bound YU so that

YL ď Y ď YU a.s. (1.1)

When an outcome is interval-valued, the parameter of interest is a set, where
each point corresponds to a possible random variable Y in the band (1.1).
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The main contribution of this paper is to provide an estimator of the iden-
tified set’s boundary, where the selection among high-dimensional controls is
based on modern machine learning/regularized methods. The paper focuses
on identified sets whose boundary can be represented by a moment equation
as in Beresteanu and Molinari (2008), Bontemps et al. (2012). In this paper,
the equation depends on an identified functional nuisance parameter, for ex-
ample, a conditional mean function. A naive approach would be to plug-in a
machine learning estimate of the nuisance parameter into the moment equa-
tion and solve for the boundary. However, modern regularized methods (ma-
chine learning techniques) have bias converging slower than the parametric
rate, which cannot be made small by classic techniques (e.g., undersmooth-
ing). As a result, plugging such estimates into the moment equation produces
a biased, suboptimal estimate of the boundary itself.

To overcome the transmission of the bias into the second stage, I adjust the
moment equation to make it insensitive or, formally, Neyman-orthogonal, to
the biased estimation of the nuisance parameter. While orthogonality has been
extensively studied in the point-identified case, set identification presents sev-
eral challenges. The first one is the non-smoothness of x Ñ minpx, 0q function
at x “ 0, often occurred in censored LAD (e.g., Powell (1984)). The second
one is to establish uniformly valid inference over the boundary in addition the
pointwise one.

When the identified set is multi-dimensional, its boundary consists of con-
tinuumpoints. As a result, economists are interested in uniform inference in ad-
dition to the pointwise inference. Establishing uniform inference is not trivial.
To control the speed at which an empirical sample average concentrates around
the populationmean, I invokemaximal inequalities of Chernozhukov et al. (2014)
instead of Markov inequality that is typically sufficient in the point-identified
case. I propose multiplier bootstrap algorithm to conduct inference. By virtue
of orthogonality, only the moment function (the second stage), not the nui-
sance parameter estimate (the first stage), needs to be resampled in simulation.
As a result, this multiplier bootstrap is faster to compute than the weighted
bootstrap of Chandrasekhar et al. (2012), which is based on a non-orthogonal
moment and involves resampling of both stages. I demonstrate the proposed
approach in a simulation exercise and give a brief empirical illustration.

Literature review. Set identification This paper bridges the gap between
three literatures: set-identified models, debiased/orthogonal machine learn-
ing, and non-smooth models. Set identification is a vast area of research, en-
compassing a wide variety of approaches: linear and quadratic programming,
random set theory, support function, andmoment inequalities (Manski (1990),
Manski and Pepper (2000),Manski and Tamer (2002), Haile and Tamer (2003),
Chernozhukov et al. (2007), Beresteanu and Molinari (2008), Molinari (2008),
Cilibero and Tamer (2009), Lee (2009), Stoye (2009), Andrews and Shi (2013),
Beresteanu et al. (2011), Chandrasekhar et al. (2012), Beresteanu et al. (2012),
Chernozhukov et al. (2010), Bontemps et al. (2012), Chernozhukov et al. (2013),
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Fan and Park (2010), Kaido and White (2012), Kaido and Santos (2014), Kaido and White
(2014), Pakes et al. (2015), Shi and Shum (2015), Kaido (2016), Kasy (2016),
Kline and Tamer (2016), Andrews and Shi (2017), Bugni et al. (2017), Kaido
(2017), Chen et al. (2018), Gafarov et al. (2018), Shi et al. (2018), Gafarov (2019),
Kaido et al. (2019), Syrgkanis et al. (2018), Torgovitsky (2019),Kaido et al. (2021),
Beresteanu and Sasaki (2020), Honore and Hu (2020), Andrews et al. (2020),
Kallus et al. (2020), Fan et al. (2020), Fan and Shi (2021), Li et al. (2021), Hsieh et al.
(2021), Dong et al. (2021)), see e.g. Tamer (2010) or Molchanov and Molinari
(2018) for a review. This paper generalizes the Bontemps et al. (2012)’s model
by allowing its components to depend on a functional nuisance parameter, cov-
ering e.g., Chandrasekhar et al. (2012) and Kaido (2017) as special cases.

Orthogonality. Next, this paper contributes to a large body of work on debi-
ased inference for parameters following regularizationormodel selection (Neyman
(1959), Neyman (1979), Hardle and Stoker (1989), Newey and Stoker (1993),
Newey (1994), Robins and Rotnitzky (1995), Robinson (1988), Zhang and Zhang
(2014), Javanmard and Montanari (2014), Chernozhukov et al. (2018), Chernozhukov et al.
(2016), Belloni et al. (2017), Sasaki and Ura (2020), Sasaki et al. (2020), Chiang et al.
(2019), Chiang et al. (2019), Ning et al. (2020), Chernozhukov et al. (2018a),
Chernozhukov et al. (2018b), Semenova and Chernozhukov (2021), Nekipelov et al.
(2022), Singh and Sun (2020), Colangelo and Lee (2020), Fan et al. (2019), Zimmert and Lechner
(2019)). A basic idea is to make the moment condition insensitive, or, for-
mally, Neyman-orthogonal, to the biased estimation of the nuisance parame-
ter. For a semiparametric GMM setting, the work by Ackerberg et al. (2014)
derives an orthogonal moment condition whose nuisance functions are iden-
tified by conditional moment restriction, such as conditional mean and con-
ditional quantiles. Combining Neyman-orthogonality and sample splitting,
Chernozhukov et al. (2016) and Chernozhukov et al. (2018) derive a root-N
consistent and asymptotically normal estimator for a single target parameter.
This has ideahas been extended formany functional parameters inZ-estimation
framework, in the context of distribution regression (Belloni et al. (2018)) and
quantile regression (Sasaki et al. (2020)). Next, the paper is related to litera-
ture on the non-smooth estimating equations (Powell (1984), Powell (1986),
Powell et al. (1989), Kaplan and Sun (2017), Franguridi et al. (2021)). Finally,
the paper contributed to a small, but growing literature onmachine learning for
bounds andpartially identifiedmodels (Kallus and Zhou (2019), Jeong and Namkoong
(2020), Semenova (2020), Bonvini and Kennedy (2021)).

Structure of the paper. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 demon-
strates main points for the partially linear model of Robinson (1988). Section
3 states theoretical results. Section 4 applies the results to models with an
interval-valued outcome. Section 6 presents finite-sample evidence. Section 7
contains an empirical illustration. Section 8 contains the proofs of main results.
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2 Set-Up.

2.1 General Framework

I focus on parameters that are linear in an unobserved scalar outcome Y . The
identified set takes the form

B “ tβ “ Σ´1
EV pη0qY, YL ď Y ď YUu, (2.1)

where the random vector V pη0q P Rd depends on a nuisance function η0. Ex-
amples of the nuisance functions

η0 “ η0pXq

include the propensity score, the conditional density, and the regression func-
tion, among others. The matrix Σ P Rdˆd is identified by a moment equation

Σ “ EApW, η0q (2.2)

and is assumed invertible. The key innovation of this framework is to allow
the vector V pηq, the matrix function ApW, ηq, and the bounds YL, YU to depend
on a functional nuisance parameter η, covering the models in Bontemps et al.
(2012), Chandrasekhar et al. (2012), Kaido (2017), and many others as special
cases.

2.2 Examples

Example 2.1 (Partially Linear Model). Consider the partially linear model of
Robinson (1988)

Y “ D1β0 ` f0pXq ` U, ErU | D,Xs “ 0, (2.3)

where D P Rd is a treatment (policy) variable, β0 is a causal (structural) pa-
rameter,

X “ p1, X1, X2, . . . , XpX q
is a vector of covariates whose dimension may be large relative to the sample
size (e.g., pX " N), and f0p¨q is an integrable function. The parameter β0 can
be represented as the minimizer of the least squares criterion function

β0 “ arg min
bPRd,fPL2pP q

EpY ´D1b´ fpXqq2. (2.4)

As in LemmaA.8, β0 coincideswith theminimizer of a shorter criterion function

β0 “ arg min
bPRd

EpY ´ pD ´ η0pXqq1bq2. (2.5)

Thus, the identified set B is a special case of model (2.1)-(2.2) with V pηq and
ApW, ηq defined as follows. The treatment regression function is

η0pXq “ ErD | Xs, (2.6)
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the treatment residual is

V pηq “ D ´ ηpXq, (2.7)

the matrix function is

ApW, ηq “ pD ´ ηpXqqpD ´ ηpXqq1. (2.8)

Example 2.2 (Partially Linear IVModel). Consider the following partially linear
IV model

Y “ D1β0 ` f0pXq ` U, ErU | Z,Xs “ 0 (2.9)

D “ m0pXq ` E, ErE | Xs “ 0, (2.10)

Z “ η0pXq ` V, ErV | Xs “ 0, (2.11)

where Z P Rd is the instrument for D. The parameter β0 can be characterized
by a moment equation

EpZ ´ η0pXqqpY ´ pD ´m0pXqq1β0q “ 0,

which gives a closed-form expression for β0

β0 “ pEpZ ´ η0pXqqpD ´m0pXqq1q´1
EpZ ´ η0pXqqY.

The model is a special case of (2.1)-(2.2) with

V pηq “ Z ´ ηpXq (2.12)

ApW, η,mq “ pZ ´ ηpXqqpD ´mpXqq1, (2.13)

where V “ V pη0q in (2.11). If Z “ D, the model (2.9)-(2.11) coincides with
(2.3)-(2.6).

Example 2.3 (AveragePartialDerivative). An important parameter in economics
is the average partial derivative. This parameter shows the average effect of a
small change in a variable of interestD on the outcome Y conditional on the co-
variatesX . To describe this change, define the conditional expectation function
of an outcome Y given the variableD and exogenous variableX as

µpD,Xq :“ ErY |D,Xs

and its partial derivative with respect to D as ∇DµpD,Xq :“ ∇Dµpd,Xq|d“D.
Then, the average partial derivative is defined as

β “ E∇DµpD,Xq. (2.14)

For example, when Y is the logarithm of consumption, D is the logarithm of
price, andX is the vector of other demand attributes, the average partial deriva-
tive stands for the average price elasticity.
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Assume that the variable D has bounded support D Ă Rd. Furthermore,
the conditional density fpD | Xq has positive density on this support a.s. in
X . Hardle and Stoker (1989) have shown that the average partial derivative

can be represented as β “ EV Y, where V “ ´∇D log fpD|Xq “ ´∇DfpD|Xq
fpD|Xq is

the negative partial derivative of the logarithm of the density fpD|Xq. When
Y is interval-valued, the identified set B for β is a special case of (2.1)-(2.2)

with ApW, ηq “ Σ “ Id, the nuisance function η0pD,Xq “ ∇DfpD|Xq
fpD|Xq and the

vector V pηq “ ´η. Kaido (2017) studies a special case of this problem without
covariates.

2.3 Single treatment

In this section, I derive an orthogonal moment equation for the upper bound
βU on the causal parameter β0 in Example 2.1. Because the bias due to signmis-
take in Y bestpηq ‰ Y bestpη0q proves to be second-order, I derive the orthogonal
moment treating Y bestpη0q as observed. Next, I formally control the bias due to
the sign mistake. The following two subsections elaborate on these points.

Moment equation for βU . Consider Example 2.1with a single treatment (i.e.,
d “ 1). The identified set B becomes a closed interval rβL, βU s. The upper
bound βU is

βU “ max
tY :YLďYďYU u

"
EpD ´ η0pXqq ¨ Y
EpD ´ η0pXqq2

*
. (2.15)

To maximize the numerator of (2.15), take Y “ YU for positive values of D ´
η0pXq and Y “ YL otherwise. Define the best-case outcome

Y bestpηq “
#
YL, D ´ ηpXq ď 0,

YU , D ´ ηpXq ą 0.
(2.16)

Plugging (2.16) into (2.15) gives the moment function for βU

mpW,βU , ηq :“ pY bestpηq ´ pD ´ ηpXqqβU qpD ´ ηpXqq. (2.17)

Establishingorthogonality. In what follows, η corresponds to an instance of
the nuisance parameter whose true value is η0. Consider an infeasible moment
function

m0pW,βU , ηηηq :“ pY bestpη0q ´ pD ´ ηηηpXqqβU qpD ´ ηηηpXqq, (2.18)

where the best-case outcome Y bestpη0q is treated as if it was observed, and ηηη
indicates the instance of the nuisance parameter treated as unknown. The mo-
ment equation (2.18) is not orthogonal to the perturbations of pηpXq ´ η0pXq

BrErm0pW,βU , rpη ´ η0q ` η0qs|r“0 “ ´ErY bestpη0qpηpXq ´ η0pXqqs ‰ 0.
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Therefore, the bias of the estimation error pηpXq ´ η0pXq translates into the mo-
ment (2.18). To overcome the transmission of this bias, Robinson (1988) pro-
poses an orthogonal moment equation

g0pW,βU , tηηη,γγγUuq “ pY bestpη0q ´ γγγU pXq ´ pD ´ ηηηpXqqβU qpD ´ ηηηpXqq,
where the true value of γU pxq is

γU,0pXq “ ErY bestpη0q | Xs.
The orthogonality condition is

BrErg0pW,βU , rpη ´ η0q ` η0, γU,0qs|r“0 (2.19)

“ ´ErpY bestpη0q ´ ErY bestpη0q | XsqpηpXq ´ η0pXqqs “ 0.

Thus, the bias of the estimation error, pηpXq ´ η0pXq, does not translate into the
moment (2.18). The orthogonality conditionwith respect to γU,0 can be verified
in a similar way.

Bias due to sign mistake. I now discuss whether the mistake in the best-
case outcome Y bestpηq ‰ Y bestpη0q, which has been so far ignored, has any effect
on the support function estimate. Consider the difference between the feasible
moment gpW,βU , tηηη,γγγUuq and its infeasible analog

gpW,βU , tηηη,γγγUuq ´ g0pW,βU , tηηη,γγγUuq “ pD ´ ηpXqqpY bestpηq ´ Y bestpη0qq
“ pD ´ η0pXqqpY bestpηq ´ Y bestpη0qq
` pη0pXq ´ ηpXqqpY bestpηq ´ Y bestpη0qq.

Define the first-order bias B1pη, η0q as
B1pη, η0q :“ ErpD ´ η0pXqqpY bestpηq ´ Y bestpη0qqs

and the second-order one

B2pη, η0q :“ Erpη0pXq ´ ηpXqqpY bestpηq ´ Y bestpη0qqs.
Below, I describe the conditions underwhichB1pη, η0q andB2pη, η0q are negligi-
ble, (i.e., opN´1{2q). If they hold, the feasiblemoment equation gpW,βU , tηηη,γγγUuq
is insensitive to the biased estimation of η. As a result, the support function es-
timator based on gpW,βU , tηηη,γγγUuq is asymptotically unbiased under plausible
conditions.

Consider the best-case outcome Y bestpηq
Y bestpηq “ YL ` pYU ´ YLq1tD ´ ηpXq ě 0u.

The sign mistake Y bestpηq ‰ Y bestpη0q occurs on the events

E´ : “
"
D ´ η0pXq ă 0 ă D ´ ηpXq

*
, (2.20)

E` : “
"
D ´ ηpXq ă 0 ă D ´ η0pXq

*
. (2.21)
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On these events, the residual cannot exceed estimation error in absolute value
"
E´ Y E`

*
ñ

"
0 ă |D ´ η0pXq| ă |ηpXq ´ η0pXq|

*
. (2.22)

If the width YU ´ YL is bounded by MUL, the estimation error of Y bestpηq is
bounded as

|Y bestpηq ´ Y bestpη0q| “ pYU ´ YLq1tE´ Y E`u (2.23)

ď MUL1t0 ă |D ´ η0pXq| ă |ηpXq ´ η0pXq|u.

Suppose the conditional density hV pη0q|Xpt,Xq of V pη0q is bounded byMh a.s..
Invoking (2.22) gives

E|ηpXq ´ η0pXq|1tE` Y E´u ď EX

ż |ηpXq´η0pXq|

´|ηpXq´η0pXq|

thV pη0q|Xptqdt

ď 2MhEXpηpXq ´ η0pXqq2. (2.24)

As a result, the bias terms B1pη, η0q and B2pη, η0q shrink at the quadratic rate.
Combining (2.24) and (2.19) gives a feasible moment function

gpW, tηηη,γγγUuq “ pY bestpηηηq ´ γγγU pXq ´ pD ´ ηηηpXqqβU qpD ´ ηηηpXqq. (2.25)

2.4 Multi-dimensional case

In this section, I derive an orthogonal moment for the support function, starting
fromanon-orthogonal one due toBontemps et al. (2012), Beresteanu and Molinari
(2008).

MomentEquation for Support Function. As shown inBeresteanu and Molinari
(2008), the identified set B in (2.1) is a compact and convex set. Thus, it can be
described by its projections onto a unit sphere

Sd´1 :“ tq P Rd, }q} “ 1u. (2.26)

For any direction q P Sd´1, define the support function as the upper bound on
q1β0

σpqq :“ sup
bPB

q1b. (2.27)

Asproposed inBeresteanu and Molinari (2008) andBontemps et al. (2012), de-
fine the projected weighting vector

zpp, ηq “ p1V pηq, (2.28)

the best-case outcome Y pp, ηq

Y pp, ηq “ YL ` pYU ´ YLq1tzpp, ηq ą 0u, (2.29)
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and the projection parameter ppqq

ppqq “ Σ´1q. (2.30)

Then, the moment equation for σpqq is

σpqq “ Erzpp, η0qY pp, η0qs
ˇ̌
p“ppqq

. (2.31)

Orthogonal Moment for Support Function. The moment equation (2.31)
is sensitive to the biased estimation of the nuisance parameter η. To avoid the
transmission of this bias into the second stage, I construct anothermoment func-
tion gpW, p, ξq, where ξppq is the nuisance parameter, in the following steps.

1. Starting from an infeasible, smooth moment

m0pW, p,ηηηq :“ zpp,ηηηqY pp, η0q (2.32)

derive an infeasible orthogonal moment g0pW, p, ξppqq obeying (2.19) for
each p.

2. Invoke Lemma 4.3 to bound the bias

sup
pPP

E|zpp, ηq pY pp, ηq ´ Y pp, η0qq | “ OpE}ηpXq ´ η0pXq}2q, (2.33)

where p belongs to a compact bounded setP defined below. WhenΣ “ Id,
P “ Sd´1.

3. Combine (2.33) and (2.32) to obtain the feasible orthogonal moment

gpW, p, ξppqq “ g0pW, p, ξppqq ` zpp, ηqpY pp, ηq ´ Y pp, η0qq. (2.34)

Example (Example 2.2, cont.). Consider Example 2.2. The projected weighting
vector (2.28) is

zpp, ηq “ p1pZ ´ ηpXqq.

The infeasible orthogonal moment g0pW, p, ξppqq is

g0pW, p, ξppqq “ zpp, ηqpY pp, η0q ´ γpp,Xqq, (2.35)

where

γ0pp, xq “ ErY pp, η0q | Xs (2.36)

“ ErYL | X “ xs ` ErpYU ´ YLq1tp1V pη0q ą 0u | X “ xs

The nuisance function ξ0ppq “ pηp¨q, γpp, ¨qq. Invoking (2.34) gives a feasible
orthogonal moment

gpW, p, ξppqq “ zpp, ηqpY pp, ηq ´ γpp,Xqq. (2.37)

Corollary 4.1 establishes the asymptotic theory for the support function es-
timator based on (2.37).
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Example (Example 2.3, cont.). Consider Example 2.3. The projected weighting
vector is

zpq, ηq “ ´q1BD log fpD | Xq.

The infeasible orthogonal moment g0pW, p, ξppqq is

g0pW, q, ξpqqq “ zpq, ηqY pq, η0q ` q1BD log fpD | Xqµpq,D,Xq ` q1∇Dµpq,D,Xq,
(2.38)

where

µ0pq,D,Xq “ ErYL | D,Xs ` ErpYU ´ YLq | D,Xs1t´q1BD log fpD | Xq ą 0u
“ γL,0pD,Xq ` γUL,0pD,Xq1t´q1BD log fpD | Xq ą 0u.

Invoking (2.34) gives a feasible moment equation

gpW, p, ξppqq “ g0pW, q, ξpqqq ` zpq, ηqpY pq, ηq ´ Y pq, η0qq (2.39)

“ zpq, ηqY pq, ηq ` q1BD log fpD|Xqµpq,D,Xq ` q1∇DµpD,Xq.

In absence of the conditioning covariates, (2.39) coincides with the efficient
score in Kaido (2017). Corollary 5.1 establishes the asymptotic theory for the
support function estimator based on (2.38).

2.5 Overview of Main Results

The Support Function Estimator pσpqq has two stages. In the first stage, I con-

struct an estimate pξ of the nuisance parameter ξ0 using some regularizedestima-

tor. In the second stage, I compute the estimated values ppξiqNi“1
and the support

function estimate. I use different samples in the first and the second stage in
the form of cross-fitting. The number K of cross-fit partitions is assumed to be
fixed/finite relative to N .

Definition 2.1 (Cross-Fitting).
1. For a random sample of size N , denote a K-fold random partition of the

sample indices rN s “ t1, 2, ..., Nu by pJkqKk“1
, where K is the number of

partitions and the sample size of each fold is n “ N{K . For each k P
rKs “ t1, 2, ...,Ku define Jck “ t1, 2, ..., NuzJk.

2. For each k P rKs, construct estimates pξk “ pξpWiPJc
k
q and pηk “ pηpWiPJc

k
q of

the nuisance parameters ξ0 and η0 using only the data tWj : j P Jcku. For
any observation i P Jk, define pξi “ pξkpWiq and pηi “ pηkpWiq.

Definition 2.1 introduces cross-fitting. Cross-fitting plays an essential role
inmodern debiased inference in semi-parametricmodels; see, e.g., Belloni et al.
(2010); Zheng and van der Laan (2010); Chernozhukov et al. (2018) for recent
examples and Hasminskii and Ibragimov (1979) and Schick (1986) for early,
classical uses of simpler sample-splittingmethods for debiased inference. Cross-
fitting is proposed for the caseswhere the nuisance parameter ξ0p¨q does not de-
pend on p P P , such as Example 2.3 and Examples 2.1–2.2 under Assumption
4.1.
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Definition 2.2 (Support Function Estimator). Let pξ and pη be the estimates of ξ0
and η0. Define

pΣ “ 1

N

Nÿ

i“1

ApWi, pηiq, pppqq “ ppΣ´1q1q (2.40)

pσpqq “ 1

N

Nÿ

i“1

gpWi, pppqq, pξippppqqqq. (2.41)

Definition 2.3 (Multiplier Bootstrap). Let peiqNi“1
: ei are i.i.d. truncated expo-

nential random variables Tr Expp1q on r0, M̄ s independent of the data. Define
the bootstrap analog of pσpqq as

rΣ “ 1

N

Nÿ

i“1

ei

ē
ApWi, pηiq, rppqq “ prΣ´1q1q (2.42)

rσpqq “ 1

N

Nÿ

i“1

ei

ē
gpWi, rppqq, pξiprppqqqq. (2.43)

Undermild conditions on ξ, the Support Function Estimator delivers a high-
quality estimate pσpqq of the support function σpqq with the following properties

1. With probability (w.p.) Ñ 1, the estimator converges uniformly over the
unit sphere Sd´1

sup
qPSd´1

|pσpqq ´ σpqq| “ OP p1{
?
Nq “ oP p1q. (2.44)

2. The estimator pσpqq is asymptotically Gaussian

SN pqq :“
?
Nppσpqq ´ σpqqq “ GNpqq ` oP p1q uniformly in Sd´1,

(2.45)

where the empirical processGN pqq is approximatedby aGaussianprocess
Gpqq, which is a tight P -Brownian bridge in ℓ8pSd´1q.

Define the bootstrap statistic

rSN pqq :“
?
Nprσpqq ´ pσpqqq

Pointwise asymptotics. The sharp identified set for q1β0 is r´σp´qq, σpqqs.
Its p1 ´ τq-pointwise confidence region (CR) is

ripqq, īpqqs :“ r´pσp´qq `N´1{2 pCτ{2pqq, pσpqq `N´1{2 pC1´τ{2pqqs,

where the critical values pCτ{2pqq and pC1´τ{2pqq are the τ{2 and 1´τ{2 quantiles
of the bootstrapped statistic | rSN pqq|. Plugging

q “ ek “ p0, 0, . . . , 0, 1ljhn
k

, 0, . . . , 0q P Rd, k “ 1, 2, . . . , d

gives the CR for the projection of the identified set B.
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Uniformasymptotics. The p1´τq-uniform confidence region (CR) for r´σp´qq, σpqqs
is

riupqq, īupqqs :“ r´pσp´qq `N´1{2 pC˚
τ{2, pσpqq `N´1{2 pC˚

1´τ{2s, (2.46)

where pC˚
τ{2 and

pC˚
1´τ{2 are the quantiles of the bootstrappedstatistic supqPSd´1 | rSN pqq|.

Likewise, for any function fp¨q and a critical value pcN “ cN ` oP p1q and cN “
OP p1q,

PpfpSN q ď pcN q ´ Pepfp rSN q ď pcN q ÑP 0,

where Pep¨q is the probability conditional on the data.

3 Theoretical Results.

Notation. I use the empirical process notation. For a generic function f and a
generic sample pWiqNi“1, denote the empirical sample average by

ENfpWiq :“
1

N

Nÿ

i“1

fpWiq

and the scaled, demeaned sample average by

GNfpWiq :“ 1{
?
N

Nÿ

i“1

rfpWiq ´
ż
fpwqdP pwqs.

For two sequences of random variables taN , bN , N ě 1u : aN ÀP bN means
aN “ OP pbN q. For two sequences of numbers taN , bN , N ě 1u, aN À bN means
aN “ OpbN q. Let a ^ b “ minta, bu, a_ b “ maxta, bu. The ℓ2 norm of a vector
is denoted by } ¨ }, the ℓ1 norm is denoted by } ¨ }1, the ℓ8 norm is denoted by
} ¨ }8, and ℓ0 norm is denoted by } ¨ }0. For a matrix Q, let }Q} be the maximal
eigenvalue of Q and }Q}F be the Frobenius norm of Q. For a random vector
W , let }W }P,c :“ p

ş
|W |cdP q1{c. The random sample pWiqNi“1

is a sequence
of independent copies of a random element W taking values in a measurable
space pW ,AWq according to a probability law P . The }f}PN ,2 is the empirical

ℓ2-norm, denoted as }f}PN ,2 :“ pN´1
řN
i“1

f2pWiqq1{2. Define the projection
set

P “
"
p P Rd : 1{2min eigpΣ´1q ď }p} ď 2max eigpΣ´1q

*
(3.1)

and let CP :“ 2max eigpΣ´1q. Let Fc be the space of continuous functions
obeying two conditions: (1) fpZq has a continuous distribution when Z is a
tight Gaussianprocesswith non-degenerate covariance function and (b) fpξN`
cq ´ fpξN q “ op1q for any c “ op1q and any }ξN } “ OP p1q. Note that rpXs :“
t1, 2, . . . , pXu.
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3.1 Assumptions

Assumption 3.1 is a standard identification condition. It ensures that the eigen-
values of Σ are bounded from above and below.

Assumption 3.1 (Identification). There exist constants λmin ą 0 and λmax ă 8
that bound the eigenvalues ofΣ in (2.2) from above and below 0 ă λmin ď min eigpΣq ď
max eigpΣq ď λmax.

Assumption 3.2 ensures that the support function is differentiable on the
unit sphere. It requires the distribution of the weighting vector V pη0q to be suf-
ficiently smooth. For example, if the vector V pη0q has a symmetric (i.e., spher-
ical) distribution around zero, the normalized vector }V pη0q}´1V pη0q is uni-
formly distributed on the surface of the unit sphere Sd´1, and Assumption 3.2
holds. Assumption 3.2 is a common regularity condition in set-identified mod-
els (e.g., Condition C.1 in Chandrasekhar et al. (2012)) and censored median
regression (e.g., Assumption R.2 in Powell (1984)).

Assumption 3.2 (Smooth boundary). Let d ě 2. There exists a finite constant CV
such that

sup
qPSd´1

P

ˆ |q1Σ´1{2V pη0q|
}Σ´1{2V pη0q} ď δ

˙
ď CV δ. (3.2)

Example 3.1 (Gaussian Noise). Consider Example 2.2 with

V pη0q “ Z ´ η0pXq „ Np0,Σq

independent of X . Then, Σ´1{2V pη0q „ Np0, Idq is standard Gaussian vec-
tor and Σ´1{2V pη0q{}Σ´1{2V pη0q} is uniformly distributed over the unit sphere
Sd´1. For any q P Sd´1, |q1Σ´1{2V pη0q|{}Σ´1{2V pη0q} is uniformly distributed
on r0, 1s (Pitman and Ross (2012)). As a result, (3.2) holds with CV “ 1 condi-
tional on X uniformly in X .

Assumption 3.2 is a sufficient condition for the smoothness of the boundary.
If it holds, the moment equation (2.37) is differentiable in p. The gradient

Gppq :“ EV pη0qY pp, η0q (3.3)

is a uniformly continuous function of p (see Lemma A.5 in Online Appendix).
As a result, there exists a uniformGaussian approximation for the support func-
tion estimator.

Remark 3.1. Consider Example 2.1. IfD andX consist of discrete variables only,
the distribution of V pη0q cannot be continuous, and Assumption 3.2 fails. Dis-
crete distributions imply flat surfaces on the identified set, which may not be
compatiblewith uniformGaussian approximation. In this case, Chandrasekhar et al.
(2012) suggests adding a small amount of continuously distributed noise and
workwith a slightly expanded setwith smooth boundary, while Gafarov (2019)
provides an alternative approach.
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Themoment functionsApW, ηq in (2.2) and gpW, p, ξppqq depend on the nui-
sance parameters η0 and ξ0, respectively. Definition 3.1 introduces a sequence
of nuisance realization sets ΞN Ď Ξ and TN Ď T that contain ξ0 and η0, as
well as their estimators pξ and pη, with probability 1 ´ φN . As the sample size
increases, the sets ΞN and TN shrink. The shrinkage speed is measured by the
rates below.

Definition 3.1 (Moment Rates). Let tΞN , N ě 1u and tTN , N ě 1u be sequences
of subsets of Ξ and T , respectively, obeying the following conditions. (1) The
true values ξ0 and η0 belong to ΞN and TN for allN ě 1. There exists a sequence

of numbers φN “ op1q such that the first-stage estimators pξ of ξ0 and pη of η0
belong to ΞN and TN with probability at least 1 ´ φN . Define the sequences
µN , r

2
N , r

1
N , AN , δN as

sup
ξPΞN

sup
pPP

|ErgpW, p, ξppqq ´ gpW, p, ξ0ppqqs| “ µN (3.4)

sup
ηPTN

}ErApW, ηq ´ApW, η0qs} “ AN (3.5)

sup
ξPΞN

sup
pPP

pEpgpW, p, ξppqq ´ gpW, p, ξ0ppqqq2q1{2 “ r2
N (3.6)

sup
p,p0PP}p´p0}ÀτN

pEpgpW, p, ξ0ppqq ´ gpW, p0, ξ0pp0qqq2q1{2 “ r1
N (3.7)

sup
ηPTN

pE}ApW, ηq ´ApW, η0q}2q1{2 “ δN , (3.8)

where τN :“ N´1{2 logN for the case when ApW, η0q is being estimated and
τN :“ r1

N :“ 0when ApW, η0q “ Σ is known.

Assumption3.3 (RegularityConditions). (1)There exist absolute constants c1 ą 2

and B̄A ă 8 such that the following matrix norms are bounded

sup
ηPTN

E}ApW, ηq}c1 ď B̄A, E}ApW, η0q}2F ď B̄A

(2) There exists a sequence vN “ opN´1{4q such that

}ENApWi, η0q ´ Σ} “ OP pvN q “ oP p1q.

Assumption 3.4 requires the rates of Definition 3.1 to decay sufficiently fast.
Thematrix moment functionApW, ηq is assumed to be already orthogonal with
respect to η. This is the case for covariance matrices in Examples 2.1 and 2.2.

Assumption 3.4 (Convergence Rates). (1) For c3 ą 2 in Assumption 3.3, suppose
the numerator moment rates µN , r

2
N , r

1
N obey the following bounds: µN “ opN´1{2q

and
pr2
N ` r1

N q log1{2p1{pr2
N ` r1

N qq `N´1{2`1{c3 logN “ op1q.
(2) The matrix rates AN and δN obey the following bounds: AN “ opN´1{2q and
δN “ op1q.
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Assumption 3.5 bounds the complexity of the function class

Gξ “ tgpW, p, ξppqq, p P Pu.
Assumption 3.5 (Complexity Conditions). (1) There exists a measurable envelope
function Gξ “ GξpW q that almost surely bounds all elements in the class

sup
pPP

|gpW, p, ξppqq| ď GξpW q a.s.

There exists c ą 2 such that }Gξ}P,c :“
`ş
wPW

pGξpwqqc
˘1{c ă 8. (2) There exist

constants a, v that do not depend on N such that the uniform covering entropy of the
function class Gξ is bounded

log sup
Q

Npǫ}Gξ}Q,2,Gξ, } ¨ }Q,2q ď v logpa{ǫq, for all 0 ă ǫ ď 1. (3.9)

3.2 Results

Define the influence function hgpW, qq as
hgpW, qq “ gpW, ppqq, ξ0pppqqqq ´ σpqq (3.10)

and the influence function for the matrix estimation

hApW, qq “ ´Gpppqqq1Σ´1pApW, η0q ´ ΣqΣ´1q, (3.11)

where Gppq is the gradient defined in (3.3). Finally, define

hpW, qq “ hgpW, qq ` hApW, qq. (3.12)

Theorem3.1 (Limit Theory for the Support Function Process). SupposeAssump-
tions 3.1-3.5 hold. Then, the support function process SN pqq “

?
Nppσpqq ´ σpqqq is

asymptotically linear uniformly on Sd´1

SN pqq “ GN rhpW, qqs ` oP p1q uniformly on Sd´1,

where hpW, qq is as in (3.12). Furthermore, the process SN pqq admits the following
approximation

SN pqq “d Grhpqqs ` oP p1q in ℓ8pSd´1q,
where the process Grhpqqs is a tight P -Brownian bridge in ℓ8pSd´1q with a non-
degenerate covariance function

Ωpq1, q2q “ ErhpW, q1qhpW, q2qs ´ ErhpW, q1qsErhpW, q2qs, q1, q2 P Sd´1.

Theorem 3.1 is my first main result. It says that the Support Function Es-
timator is asymptotically equivalent to a tight Gaussian process with a non-
degenerate covariance function. Previouswork (e.g., Chandrasekhar et al. (2012),
Kaido (2017)) has derived similar Gaussian approximations for the estimators
based on classic nonparametricmethods. CombingNeyman-orthogonality and
sample splitting, Theorem 3.1 allows to accommodate both classic nonparamet-
ric and modern regularized/machine learning estimators. Corollary 3.1 states
that the inference properties of support function estimator.
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Corollary 3.1 (Limit Inference on Support Function Process). Suppose Assump-
tions 3.1–3.5 hold. For any f P Fc, pcN “ cN ` oP p1q and cN “ OP p1q,

PpfpSN q ď pcN q ´ PpfpGrhpqqsq ď pcN q Ñ 0.

If cN p1´τq is the p1´τq-quantile of fpGrhpqqsq and pcN p1´τq “ cN p1´τq`oP p1q
is any consistent estimate of this quantile, then

PpfpSNq ď pcN p1 ´ τqq Ñ 1 ´ τ.

Theorem 3.2 (Limit Theory for the Bootstrap Support Function Process). Under

conditions of Theorem 3.1, the bootstrap support function process rSN pqq “
?
Nprσpqq´

pσpqqq is asymptotically linear uniformly on Sd´1

rSN pqq “ GN rpe´ 1qhpW, qqs ` oP p1q uniformly on Sd´1.

Furthermore, the bootstrap support function process admits an approximation condi-
tional on the data:

rSNpqq “ ČGrhpqqs ` oP ep1q in ℓ8pSd´1q, in probability P,

where ČGrhpqqs is a tight P -Brownian bridge in ℓ8pSd´1q with the same distribution
as the process Grhpqqs defined in Theorem 3.1, and independent of Grhpqqs.

Theorem 3.2 is my second main result. It establishes the validity of mul-
tiplier bootstrap for uniform inference on the support function. In contrast to
the weighted bootstrap of Chandrasekhar et al. (2012), the multiplier bootstrap
does not require re-estimating the first-stage nuisance parameter in each boot-
strap repetition. Instead, the nuisance parameter is estimated on an auxiliary
sample once and plugged into the bootstrap sampling procedure.

Corollary 3.2 (Limit Inference on Bootstrap Support Function Process). For any
pcN “ cN ` oP p1q and cN “ OP p1q,

PpfpSN q ď pcN q ´ Pepfp rSN q ď pcN q ÑP 0.

If pcN p1 ´ τq is the p1 ´ τq-quantile of fp rSN q under P e, then

Ppfp rSN q ď pcN p1 ´ τqq ÑP 1 ´ τ.

4 Partially Linear IV Model

4.1 The First Stage

In this section, I give examples of the first-stage estimators as well as the nui-
sance realization sets. I focus on the partially linear IV model of Example 2.2.
This discussion automatically covers Example 2.1 that is a special case of Exam-
ple 2.2 with D “ Z .
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Definition 4.1 introduces sequences of nuisance realization sets tTN , N ě 1u
and tMN , N ě 1u that contain the true value of η0 andm0 and their estimates
pη and pm with probability 1 ´ op1q. As the sample size N increases, the sets TN
and MN shrink. The shrinkage speed is measured by mean square rates ηN
andmN , respectively.

Definition 4.1 (Mean Square Rates). Define the mean square rate for the expec-
tation functions η0pxq andm0pxq

sup
ηPTN

`
E}ηpXq ´ η0pXq}2

˘1{2 “ ηN

sup
mPMN

`
E}mpXq ´m0pXq}2

˘1{2 “ mN

Definition 4.1 introduces mean square convergence rates for the expecta-
tion functions η0 and γ0. The bounds on ηN are established for a wide variety
of regularized estimators, including partition estimators (Cattaneo and Farrell
(2013), Cattaneo et al. (2020)), ℓ2-boosting (Luo and Spindler (2016)), deep
neural networks (Schmidt-Hieber (2017), Farrell et al. (2021)), linear and non-
linear sieve estimators Chen (2007), penalized sieve estimators Chen (2011),
randomforest in small (Wager and Walther (2015)) andhigh (Syrgkanis and Zampetakis
(2020)) dimensions with sparsity structure. For the sake of brevity, the exam-
ples of nuisance realization sets MN and TN are omitted in this text, but they
canbe found in Semenova and Chernozhukov (2021), AppendixB or Semenova et al.
(2017), Section 5.

First-Stage Fitted Values: Basic Case. In this paragraph, I consider the case
when the nuisance parameter ξ0 does not depend on p.

Assumption 4.1 (Independent and Symmetric Residual). The following condi-
tions hold. (1) The interval width YU ´ YL is independent of V pη0q conditional on
X :

pYU ´ YLq |ù V pη0q | X. (4.1)

(2) The vector V pη0q is independent of X , for any p P P . (3) V pη0q has a spherical
distribution, which implies Ppp1V pη0q ą 0q “ 1{2 for any p P P .

Suppose Assumption 4.1 holds. Define

γL,0pXq :“ ErYL | Xs, γUL,0pXq “ ErpYU ´ YLq | Xs.
Then, the Riesz representer function takes the form

γ0pp,Xq “ γL,0pXq ` 1{2γUL,0pXq (4.2)

and the first-stage fitted values take the form

pγpXiq :“ pγLpXiq ` 1{2pγULpXiq, i “ 1, 2, . . . , N, (4.3)

where ppγLpXiq, pγULpXiqqNi“1 are the cross-fit first-stage estimates of Definition
2.1.
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First-StageFittedValues: High-DimensionalSparseCase. In this paragraph,
I sketch a possible estimator of the Riesz representer function without relying
on Assumption 4.1. Define

ρ0pp,Xq “ ErYpp, η0q | Xs “ ErpYU ´ YLq1tp1V pη0q ą 0u | Xs.

Assume that the expectation function is approximated as

ρ0pp,Xq “ ΛpZpXq1ν0ppqq `Rppη0, Xq, (4.4)

where Z : X Ñ RpX is a set of pX measurable basis functions of the covari-
ates X , ν0ppq is a pX -dimensional vector, and Rppη0, Xq is an approximation
error, and Λ : R Ñ R is the linear link function (Example 4.2) and logistic link
function (Example 4.3).

Example 4.2 (Linear Lasso Estimator). Let

Yipp, pηq :“ pYU,i ´ YL,iq1tp1Vippηq ą 0u, i “ 1, 2, . . . , N

be an estimate of Yipp, η0q. Given the penalty level

λZ “ 1.1

N1{2
Φ´1

ˆ
1 ´ γ̄

2pXNd

˙
, γ̄ “ .1{ logN

and the diagonal matrix of penalty loadings pΨp, define

pνppq P arg min
νPRpX

N´1

Nÿ

i“1

pYipp, pηq ´ ZpXiq1νq2 ` λZ}pΨpν}1

and the fitted value as
pρpp,Xiq :“ ZpXiq1pνppq.

Given the cross-fit estimate pγLp¨q of the γL,0p¨q, define

pγpp,Xiq “ pγLpXiq ` ZpXiq1pνppq. (4.5)

An important special case occurs when the brackets have constant width

YU ´ YL “ ∆ a.s.,

and the nuisance parameter reduces to the conditional probability

ErMpp, η0q | Xs :“ Ppp1V pη0q ą 0 | Xq.

Suppose this probability can be approximated as

Ppp1V pη0q ą 0 | Xq “ ΛpZpXq1ν0ppqq `Rppη0, Xq, (4.6)

where Λptq “ exp t{pexp t ` 1q is the logistic link function.
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Example 4.3 (Logistic Lasso Estimator). Let

Lpy, tq :“ ´1p1ty “ 1u logΛptq ` 1ty “ 0u logp1 ´ Λptqqq
be the logistic loss function and let Mipp, pηq “ 1tp1Vippηq ą 0u be the estimated
outcome. Given the penalty level λZ and the diagonal matrix of penalty load-

ings pΨp, define

pνppq P arg min
νPRpX

N´1

Nÿ

i“1

LpMipp, pηq, ZpXiq1νq ` λZ}pΨpν}1

The final estimator of fitted values is

pγpp,Xiq “ pγLpXiq ` pρpp,Xiq “ pγLpXiq ` ∆ΛpZpXiq1pνppqq. (4.7)

Lemma 4.1 provides the first-stage convergence rates for linear Lasso esti-
mator. In contrast to regular linear Lasso model, the outcome Ypp, η0q depends
on the nuisance parameter η0 and therefore has to be estimated. I show that the
linear Lasso estimator remains valid as long as the first-stage mean square rate
decays sufficiently fast.

Lemma 4.1 (Validity of Linear Lasso with Estimated Outcome). The following
conditions hold for N large enough and a sequence ζN “ op1q and Λptq “ t. (i) The
model (4.4) is approximately sparse with sν “ sνpNq

sup
pPP

}ν0ppq}0 ď sN

and logppX_Nq ď ζNN
1{3. (ii) Heteroscedasticity. There exists a constant cζ ą 0 so

that 0 ă cζ ď Erζ2pp, η0q | Xs a.s. . (iii) Lipschitz property of ν0ppq. For some finite
constant CL, supp1,p2PP }ν0pp1q ´ ν0pp2q}1 ď CL}p1 ´ p2}. (iv) The approximation
error decays fast:

sup
pPP

pER2

0pp,Xqq1{2 “ opσ̄N q, σ̄N :“
a
sN logppX _Nq{N.

(vi) First Stage. (a) The first-stage mean square rate is fast enough ηN “ opσ̄N q and
(b) There exists η8

N “ op1q so that supηPTN
supxPX }ηpxq ´ η0pxq} ď η8

N “ op1q.
Then, under additional conditions on ZpXq in Assumption B.4, the estimate pνppq of
Example 4.2 is uniformly sparse, that is suppPP }pηppq}0 ď CXsN , and the following
performance bounds hold:

sup
pPP

}ZpXq1ppνppq ´ η0ppqq}PN ,2 ď CX

c
sN log pX

N
(4.8)

sup
pPP

}pνppq ´ η0ppq}1 ď CX

c
s2N log pX

N
. (4.9)

Lemma 4.2 (Validity of Logistic Lasso with Estimated Outcome). Suppose the
conditions of Lemma 4.1 hold for (4.4) with logistic link function Λptq. Then, un-
der Assumption B.5, the estimate pνppq of Example 4.3 is uniformly sparse, that is

suppPP }pηppq}0 ď rCsN , and the bounds (4.8)–(4.9) hold.
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4.2 The Second Stage

In this section, I describe the Support Function Estimator for the Partially Linear
IV Model. The estimator for Example 2.1 is obtained by replacing Steps 1 and 2
and 4 of Algorithm 1 by their analogs in Algorithm 2. As an input, Algorithm 2
takes a direction q P Sd´1 and the first-stagefitted values ppηpXiq, pmpXiq, pγpp,XiqqNi“1

.

Algorithm 1 Support Function Estimator for Partially Linear IV Model.

1: The treatment residual

pVi :“ Zi ´ pηpXiq, pEi :“ Di ´ pmpXiq i “ 1, 2, . . . , N.

2: The sample covariance matrix:

pΣ :“ 1

N

Nÿ

i“1

pVi pE1
i.

3: The best-case outcome as a function of p

Yipp, pηq :“ YL,i ` pYU,i ´ YL,iq1tp1 pVi ą 0u, i “ 1, 2, . . . , N.

4: The IV coefficient of the second-stage residual Yippppqq, pηq ´ pγppppqq, Xiq on
the instrument residual pVi

pβq “ pΣ´1
1

N

Nÿ

i“1

pVirYippppqq, pηq ´ pγppppqq, Xiqs, pppqq “ pΣ´1q (4.10)

5: Report: the projection of pβq onto the direction q:

pσpqq “ q1 pβq.
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Algorithm 2 Support Function Estimator for Partially Linear Model.

Input: a direction q P Sd´1, estimated values ppηpXiq, pγpp,XiqqNi“1
. Estimate the

following quantities:

11, 21 The treatment residual and the sample covariance matrix

pVi :“ Di ´ pηpXiq, i “ 1, 2, . . . , N, pΣ :“ 1

N

Nÿ

i“1

pViV 1
i .

41 The OLS coefficient of the second-stage residual Yippppqq, pηq ´ pγppppqq, Xiq on
the treatment residual pVi as in (4.10).

4.3 Results

In this section, I verify Assumptions 3.4– 3.5 for Example 2.2. Then, I establish
asymptotic Gaussian approximation for the Support Function Estimator.

Assumption 4.2 (Bounded Width YU ´ YL). The width YU ´ YL is bounded by a
finite constantMUL a.s., that is

YU ´ YL ď MUL a.s.

Assumption 4.3 (Regularity Conditions). (1) For every p P P , the residual vector
V pη0q has a conditional density htp1V pη0q|X“xup¨, xq that is bounded uniformly over
X by Mh. (2) The residual vector norms }V pη0q} “ }Z ´ η0pXq} and }Epm0q} “
}D ´ m0pXq} are subGaussian random variables conditional on X . (3) The random
variable YL has finite conditional second moment supxPX ErY 2

L | X “ xs ď C̄L and
}YL}P,4 ď C̄L for some finite C̄L ă 8. Finally, for some c1 ą 2, }}V pη0q}pYL ´
γL,0pXqq}P,c1 and }V pη0q}P,c1 are finite.

Lemma 4.3 shows that the moment equation (2.31) incurs only a second-
order bias due to the sign mistake of V pη0q as long as V pη0q is continuously
distributed.

Lemma 4.3 (First-Order Bias). Under Assumptions 4.2 and 4.3 (1), the first-order
bias shrinks at the quadratic speed

sup
pPP

|Erzpp, η0qpY pp, ηq ´ Y pp, η0qqs| ď 2C2

PMULMhE}ηpXq ´ η0pXq}2.

Likewise, the second-order bias shrinks at the quadratic speed

sup
pPP

|Erpzpp, ηq ´ zpp, η0qqpY pp, ηq ´ Y pp, η0qqs| ď 2C2

PMULMhE}ηpXq ´ η0pXq}2.

Lemma 4.4 (Verification of Assumption 3.3). Suppose Assumption 4.3(2) holds.

For any sequence ℓN Ñ 8, Assumption 3.3 is satisfied with vN “
a
ℓN{N , in partic-

ular, one can take ℓN “ logN to ensure that vN “ opN´1{2 logNq.
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Lemma 4.5 verifies the Assumption 3.4 for Example 2.2. Define the mean
square rates for the expectation functions

sup
γLPΓL,N

`
EpγLpD,Xq ´ γL,0pD,Xqq2

˘1{2 “: γL,N

sup
γULPΓUL,N

`
EpγULpD,Xq ´ γUL,0pD,Xqq2

˘1{2 “: γUL,N

Lemma 4.5 (Verification of Assumptions 3.4–3.3). Let η0pXq be as in (2.11), V pηq
be as in (2.12), the matrix function ApW, η,mq be as in (2.13) and the orthogonal
moment function be as in (2.37). Suppose Assumptions 4.2 and 4.3 and 4.1 hold.
Furthermore, suppose (1) the elements ofΓL,N are bounded by finite constantMγ in the
sup-norm: supγLPΓL,N

supxPX |γLpxq| ď Mγ and supγULPΓUL,N
supxPX |γULpxq| ď

MULγ (2) the elements ofMN and TN are bounded by finite constantMη ă 8 in the
sup-norm:

sup
mPMN

sup
xPX

}mpxq} ď Mη, sup
ηPTN

sup
xPX

}ηpxq} ď Mη.

Then, Assumption 3.3(1) holds. Furthermore, the bias rates in Definition 3.1 can be
bounded as follows with γ2N :“ 2pγ2L,N ` γ2UL,N q

µN ď 4C2

PMULMhη
2

N ` CP ηN ¨ γN
AN ď ηN ¨mN .

In addition, for τN :“ N´1{2 logN , the sequences r2
N , r

1
N , δN obey

r2
N “ OpηN ` γNq, r1

N “ OpN´1{4 log1{2Nq, δN “ OpηN `mN q.

Thus, if ηN “ opN´1{4q and pmN ` γN q ¨ ηN “ opN´1{2q and mN “ op1q and
γN “ op1q, Assumption 3.4 holds.

Combining the statements in Lemmas 4.4–4.5, I obtain the following corol-
lary.

Corollary 4.1 (Asymptotic Theory for Partially Linear IV Model with Inter-
val-Valued Outcome). Suppose Assumptions 3.1, 3.2 and 4.1 and the conditions of
Lemma 4.5 hold with the fast enough first-stage rates ηN ,mN and γN :“ 2pγL,N `
γUL,Nq such that Assumption 3.4 holds. Then, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 and Corollar-
ies 3.1 and 3.2 hold for the Support Function Estimator of the Algorithm 1 with the
first-stage fitted values (4.3) and with the influence function hpW, qq equal to (3.12).

Corollary 4.2 (Asymptotic Theory for Partially Linear IV Model with Interval–
Valued Outcome). Suppose Assumptions 3.1, 3.2 and the conditions of Lemma 4.1
and Lemma 4.5 hold with the fast enough first-stage rates ηN ,mN and γN :“ γL,N
such that Assumption 3.4 holds. Then, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 and Corollaries 3.1 and
3.2 hold for the Support Function Estimator of the Algorithm 1 with the influence func-
tionhpW, qq equal to (3.12), where the first-stage fitted values are as in (4.5) (assuming
Lemma 4.1 holds with σ̄N “ opN´1{4q ) or as in (4.7) (assuming Lemma 4.2 holds
with σ̄N “ opN´1{4q).
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Remark 4.2. Consider Example 2.1. Note that the short least squares regression
(2.5) uses only d out of (infinitely) many restrictions implied by the exogeneity
restriction (2.1). Therefore, the identified set

B1 :“
"
b P Rd : Dfb P L and Y P rYL, YU s : ErY ´Db´ fbpXq | D,Xs “ 0

*

is a convex subset of B, but may not coincide with B.

5 Average Partial Derivative

In this section, I present the identification, estimation and inference results for
Example 2.3.

Assumption 5.1 states the sufficient conditions for compactness and convex-
ity of the identified set B.

Assumption 5.1 (Regularity Conditions for Average Partial Derivative). The
following conditions hold. (1) There exists a compact and convex setD with nonempty
interior containing the support ofD, such that f0pd | Xq “ 0 on the boundary ofD a.s.
in X . (2) The random variables D and f0pD | Xq and ∇f0pD | Xq have the density
conditional onX . (3) The random vector

η0pD,Xq “ ∇f0pD | Xq{f0pD | Xq
is LP,2-integrable, that is, there exists a finite constant CAPD ă 8 such that

}}V pη0q}}P,2 :“ }}∇f0pD | Xq{f0pD | Xq}}P,2 ď CAPD.

(4) The functions γL,0pD,Xq and γUL,0pD,Xq are bounded by some finite constant
Cγ ă 8 on the support of D and X . (5) Furthermore, γL,0pD,Xq and γUL,0pD,Xq
are continuously differentiable w.r.t to D with bounded derivatives a.s. in D and X .
(5) The random variables }V pη0q} and }V pη0q}pYL´γL,0pD,Xqq are LP,2-integrable
and LP,c1-integrable for c1 ą 2.

Lemma 5.1. Suppose Assumption 5.1 (1)-(4) hold. Then, (a) the identified set B for
β0 is compact and convex and (b) the support function of B is given by (2.31). In
addition, if Assumption 3.2 holds, which implies that B is strictly convex.

Lemma 5.1 extends the Theorem 2.1 of Kaido (2017) to allow the densityD
to be conditioned on X .

Assumption 5.2 (Margin Condition). (1) There exists an absolute constant C̄f ă
8 so that, in some neighborhood p0, t̄q of zero,

sup
qPSd´1

P
`
|q1∇Df0pD | Xq{f0pD | Xq| ď δ

˘
ď C̄fδ, δ P p0, t̄q.

Themargin condition is commonly used in classification analysis (Mammen and Tsybakov
(1999), Tsybakov (2004)) and empiricalwelfaremaximization (Kitagawa and Tetenov
(2018), Mbakop and Tabord-Meehan (2021)) and bounds Semenova (2020).
This paper is the first one to introduce it for the study of average partial deriva-
tive with an interval-valued variable.
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Definition 5.1 (Worst-Case Rates). Let f0pD | Xq and ∇Df0pD | Xq be the con-
ditional density and its derivative. Let tFN , N ě 1u and tF 1

N , N ě 1u be
sequences of realization sets of the estimates of f0pD | Xq and ∇Df0pD | Xq,
respectively. Assume that these sequences shrink at the following worst-case
rates f8

N and f8
1,N

sup
fPFN

sup
d,x

|fpd | xq ´ f0pd | xq| ď f8
N

sup
fPF 1

N

sup
d,x

}∇dfpd | xq ´ ∇df0pd | xq} ď f8
1,N

Define
η8
N :“ f8

1,N ` f8
N .

Furthermore, assume that the elements of FN are bounded by some B̄f ă 8:

sup
fPFN

sup
d,x

t|f´1pd | xq|, |fpd | xq|u ď B̄f .

and
sup
fPF 1

N

sup
d,x

}∇dfpd | xq} ď B̄f .

5.1 The Algorithm

Algorithm 3 Support Function Estimator for Average Partial Derivative.

1: The best-case outcome as a function of q

Yipq, pηq :“ YL,i ` pYU,i ´ YL,iq1t´q1pηpDi, Xiq ą 0u, i “ 1, 2, . . . , N.

2: The expectation function of Y pq, ηq and its derivative

pµpq,Di, Xiq “ pγLpDi, Xiq ` pγULpDi, Xiq1t´q1pηpDi, Xiq ą 0u
∇Dpµpq,Di, Xiq “ ∇DpγLpDi, Xiq ` ∇DpγULpDi, Xiq1t´q1pηpDi, Xiq ą 0u

3: The sample moment

pβq “ 1

N

Nÿ

i“1

´pηpDi, XiqrYipq, pηq ´ pµpq,Di, Xiqs ` ∇Dpµpq,Di, Xiq (5.1)

4: Report: the projection of pβq onto the direction q:

pσpqq “ q1 pβq.
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5.2 Results

Lemma 5.2 shows that the moment equation (2.31) incurs only a second-order
bias due to the sign mistake of V pη0q as long as V pη0q is continuously dis-
tributed. In contrast to the setup of Lemma 4.3, the estimation error is not
orthogonal to the space of V pη0q. As a result, the first-order bias is bounded
by invoking the margin assumption and the ℓ8-rate.

Lemma 5.2 (First-Order Bias). Suppose Assumptions 4.2 and 5.2 holds. Then, the
first-order bias shrinks at quadratic speed, that is, for some constant C̄ large enough,

sup
ηPTN

|Erzpq, η0qpY pq, ηq ´ Y pq, η0qqs| “ Oppη8
N q2q.

Likewise, the second-order bias shrinks at quadratic speed

sup
ηPTN

|Erpzpq, ηq ´ zpq, η0qqpY pq, ηq ´ Y pq, η0qqs| “ Oppη8
N q2q.

Definition 5.2 (Mean Square Rates). Define the mean square rates for the expec-
tation functions

sup
γLPΓL,N

`
EpγLpD,Xq ´ γL,0pD,Xqq2

˘1{2 “: γL,N

sup
γULPΓUL,N

`
EpγULpD,Xq ´ γUL,0pD,Xqq2

˘1{2 “: γUL,N

and for their derivatives

sup
γLPΓL,N

`
E}∇DγLpXq ´ ∇DγL,0pXq}2

˘1{2 “: γ1L,N

sup
γULPΓUL,N

`
E}∇DγULpXq ´ ∇DγUL,0pXq}2

˘1{2 “: γ1UL,N

and let
γN :“ γL,N ` γUL,N ` γ1L,N ` γ1UL,N .

Corollary 5.1 (Asymptotic Theory for Average Partial Derivative with an Inter-
val-Valued Outcome). Suppose Assumptions 5.1 and 4.2 and 5.2 hold. In addition,
suppose |γLpD,Xq|`}∇DγLpD,Xq}`|γULpD,Xq|`}∇DγULpD,Xq} ă Mγ a.s..
Then, the sequences µN and r1

N can be bounded as follows

µN “ Oppη8
N q3{2 ` η8

N ¨ γN q.

and r1
N “ OpγN`pη8

N q1{2q. In particular, if η8
N “ opN´1{3q and η8

N ¨γN “ opN´1{2q
and γN “ op1q, Assumption 3.4 holds. Assumption 3.3 holds automatically since
ApW, η0q “ Σ “ Id is a known matrix. Finally, Assumption 3.5 holds. Then, The-
orems 3.1 and 3.2 hold for the Support Function Estimator of Algorithm 3 and the
influence function equal to

hpW, qq “ gpW, q, ξpqqq ´ ErgpW, q, ξpqqqs,

where gpW, q, ξpqqq is given in (2.38).
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6 Simulation Study

In this section, I compare the performance of the classic (series-based non-
orthogonal) and the proposed (lasso-basedorthogonal) approaches in amoderate-
dimensional sparse design. The first approach is to plug a least squares series
first-stage estimator into the non-orthogonal moment equation (2.31). The sec-
ond one is to plug an ℓ1-regularized least squares series into the orthogonal mo-
ment equation (2.37). Regularization helps to leverage the sparsity assumption
and to reduce risk.

Consider the partially linear model of Example 2.1 with d “ 2 treatments.
The outcome equation is generated as

Y “ D1β1 `D2β2 `X ¨ pcθθ0q ` U, (6.1)

whereD “ pD1, D2q is the treatment vector,X P RpX is the pX -covariate vector
with pX “ 50, and U „ Np0, σ2

U q is a normal shock independent of D and X
with σU “ 1. For each treatmentm “ 1, 2, its reduced form is

Dm “ X ¨ pcDm
αmq ` Vm, m “ 1, 2, (6.2)

where the coefficients

θ0 “ α1 “ α2 “ p1, 1{22, . . . , 1{j2, . . . , 1{p2Xq.

The parameters in (6.1) and (6.2) are chosen as

cD “ pcD1
, cD2

q “ p2, 1q, cθ “ 1, β0 “ p1, 1q.

The covariatesX are generated fromNp0,Ωq, where Ω is a Toeplitz matrix with
correlation coefficient ρ “ 0.5. That is, for every pi, jq P t1, 2, . . . , pXu2, Ωij “
ρ|i´j|. The vector V is independent of pX,Uq and is drawn from the bivariate
normal distribution

V “ pV1, V2q „ Np0,Σq, Σ “
ˆ

1 0.5
0.5 1

˙
. (6.3)

The outcome Y is not included into the data. Instead, the support of Y is parti-
tioned into the bins YS

s“1rbs, bs`1q of width∆:

bs`1 “ bs ` ∆, s “ 1, 2, . . . , S ´ 1,

where b0 “ ´8 and bS`1 “ 8. The observed bounds YL and YU are taken to
be

rYL, YU s : “
Sÿ

s“1

rbs, bs`1q ¨ 1tY P rbs, bs`1qu.

Thus, the observed data vectorW “ pX,D, YL, YU q but does not contain Y .
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I now derive the true (population) support function. Plugging YU ´YL “ ∆

into (2.31) gives

σpqq “ q1Σ´1
EV pη0qY pq, η0q “ q1Σ´1

EV YL ` ∆Emaxpq1Σ´1V, 0q.

Invoking (6.3) gives q1Σ´1V „ Np0, q1Σ´1ΣΣ´1qq “
a
q1Σ´1qNp0, 1q, which

implies

Emaxpq1V, 0q “
a
q1Σ´1q{2π.

Thus, the support function is

σpqq “ q1κ0 ` ∆
a
q1Σ´1q{2π, κ0 :“ Σ´1

EV YL. (6.4)

The classic and the proposed approaches are implemented via Algorithm 1
with different sets of the first-stage fitted values. For each treatmentm P t1, 2u,
the first-stage regression parameter α is estimated as

pαm : “ arg min
bPRpX

1

N

Nÿ

i“1

pDim ´X 1
ibq2 ` λDm

}b}1, (6.5)

where λDm
“ 0 in the series-based case and λDm

ą 0 in the lasso-based case.
For the lasso estimator, the penalty parameter λDm

is chosen according to Al-
gorithm 1 in Belloni et al. (2017) (i.e., the default value of rlasso package). In
both cases, the treatment fitted values are

pηpXq “ X 1ppα1, pα2q.

In the orthogonal case (the proposed approach), the best-case outcome fitted
values are

pγU pXq “ X 1pγL ` 1

2
∆,

where γL is estimated by Lasso regression of YL on X similarly to (6.5). Since
the classic case does not require partialling out, the fitted values pγU pXq are set
to zero.

The estimator’s performance is summarized in terms of its risk and cover-
age. The total risk of the estimator is defined as

RH :“ sup
qPSd´1

|pσpqq ´ σpqq|. (6.6)

It coincides with the Hausdorff distance dp pB,Bq between the estimated ( pB) and
the true (B) sets. Furthermore, the outer and the inner risks are defined as

RO :“ sup
qPSd´1

maxppσpqq ´ σpqq, 0q, RI :“ sup
qPSd´1

maxpσpqq ´ pσpqq, 0q. (6.7)

The rejection frequency is the share of rejected simulation draws

1

NS

NSÿ

s“1

1tRsH ą c˚
1´αu, (6.8)
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where c˚
1´α is the p1 ´ αq-quantile of RbH of the bootstrap process

RbH :“ sup
qPSd´1

|pσbpqq ´ pσpqq|. (6.9)

Table 1 compares the classic and the proposed estimators in terms of risk and
coverage. Across the board, the proposed estimator has a smaller total risk than
the classic one, by a factor of ranging from 2.0 for ∆ “ 1 to 3.0 for ∆ “ 3. The
classic estimator has higher risk due to the excessive noise of series estimators
pα1 and pα2 in a regime with pX “ 50 covariates.

I investigate the importance of the first-stage regularization and second-
stage orthogonalization, applying one at a time. Table C.1 compares the non-
orthogonal (Columns (1)-(4)) and the orthogonal (Columns (5)-(8)) estima-
tors based on the true treatment first stage. Across the board, the orthogonal
estimator has smaller total risk than the non-orthogonal one, by a factor of 2.5
on average. The variance reduction occurs due to partialling out the relevant
controls from the outcome Y bestpη0q. In contrast, the risks of series-based non-
orthogonal (Table 1, Column (3)) and orthogonal (Table C.1, Column (7)) es-
timators are close to each other. In particular, the high risk of the series-based
estimator cannot be improved by orthogonalization.

Next, I compare the ortho (Table 1, Columns 5–8) and non-ortho (Table
C.2, Columns 1–4) estimators based on the lasso-based first stage. Across the
board, the risk of the ortho version is substantially smaller than the non-ortho
one, by a factor ranging from 2 to 5.5. The non-ortho version has a higher risk,
because the estimates of non-zero coefficients in αm are shrunk to zero. While
the shrinkage bias could be reduced by invoking the post-lasso instead of the
lasso estimator, post-single-selection inference may not be robust to moderate
deviations from zero.

7 Empirical illustration

This section demonstrates the proposed approach by estimating the gender
wage gapwith a bracketedwage variable. First, I show that a frequent empirical
practice – midpoint regression – gives biased results. Instead of this approach,
I propose reporting identified set (i.e., the lower and the upper bound) for the
parameter of interest and demonstrate how to estimate the set.

The sample for the analysis comes from the U.S. March Supplement of the
Current Population Survey(CPS) in 2015, as studied inMulligan and Rubinstein
(2008) and Chandrasekhar et al. (2012). The selected sample consists of white
non-hispanic individuals, aged 25 to 64 years, working more than 35 hours per
week during at least 50 weeks of the year. The resulting sample comprises
32, 523 workers, including 18, 137 men and 14, 386 women. The object of in-
terest is the gender wage gap – the average difference in log wages between
men and women after controlling for the observed characteristics. The data set
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is augmented by the lower bound YL and the upper bound YU defined as

rYL, YU s : “
Sÿ

s“1

rbs, bs`1q ¨ 1tY P rbs, bs`1qu,

where b0 “ 1 and
bs`1 ´ bs “ ∆ s “ 1, 2, . . . , S.

I assume that the log wage variable follows the partially linear regression of
Example 2.1

Y “ D1β0 `X 1γ0 ` U, ErU | X,Ds “ 0.

Here, the outcome variable Y is the logarithm of the hourly wage rate, the
treatment/policy variable D is an indicator for female gender, and the vector
of pX “ 260 controls includes demographic indicators, region, and experience
indicators, as well as their interactions. The coefficients β0 and γ0 are the target
and the nuisance parameters, respectively. The parameter β0 is identified as a
minimizer of the least squares loss function

β0 :“ argmin
bPR

EpY ´ pD ´ η0pXqqbq2.

When Y is unobserved, a frequent approach is to replace Y by the bracket mid-
point

YM :“ pYL ` YU q{2.
The “mid-point” regression parameter is taken to be

βM :“ argmin
bPR

EpYM ´ pD ´ η0pXqqbq2,

which can differ from β0. I report the estimate and the 95%CI of β0 and βM . The
first-stage treatment and the outcome expectation functions are estimated via
logistic and linear Lasso regression of Belloni et al. (2017) implemented in the
hdm R package, respectively. In addition, I also consider the random forest es-
timator as implemented in the rangerR package. The final estimator is taken to
be the Double Machine Learning estimator of Chernozhukov et al. (2018) with
K “ 2-fold cross-fitting. The Lasso-based first-stage fitted values (Columns
(1)-(2)) and the random-forest-based (Columns (3)-(4)).

Instead of reporting βM –which is a biasedmeasure of β0 – I propose report-
ing the lower and the upper bound on β0. The moment equation for βU is given
in (2.15) and its estimate is defined in the Algorithm 2 with the fitted values
described below. The symmetry-based specification (SYM) imposes Assump-
tion 4.1, and the first-stage fitted values are taken to be (4.3). The sparsity-based
specification (SPRS) imposes the model (4.4), and the first-stage are taken to be
as in Example 4.3, (4.7). The treatment expectation function η0p¨q is estimated
the same as in the point-identified specifications.

Table 2 summarizes the findings for the bracket width ∆ P t1, 2, 3u. The
“ground-truth” gender wage gap ranges between 18% (Columns (3)-(4)) and
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20% (Columns (1)-(2)). I call this estimate “ground-truth” because this is the
estimate to be reported if the wage Y was observed. When the bracket width
∆ “ 1 is small, the midpoint estimate βM is close to the estimate of β0. When
∆ “ 2, the midpoint estimate βM ranges between 25% (RF) and 28% (Lasso).
Furthermore, the 95% CI for βM does not contain the “ground-truth“ estimate
of β0 for either RF or Lasso first-stage method. When ∆ “ 3, the magnitude
of the bias remains substantial, which speaks against midpoint regression for
large values of bracket width.

To estimate rβL, βU s, I consider four specifications: SYM-Lasso, SYM-RF,
SPRS-Lasso and SPRS-RF. Across the board, the bounds contain β0. Further-
more, the specifications yield close results despite being based on very different
starting assumptions. That said, the bounds rβL, βU s come out wide. As dis-
cussed in Remark 4.2, the bounds rβL, βU s may not be sharp for β0, since they
are utilize only d (out of infinitely many) moment restriction implied by (2.1).
The derivation of sharp bounds for β0 is left for the future work.
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Table 1: Finite-sample performance of the classic (series-based) and the pro-
posed (Lasso-based) methods

Series-based Lasso-based

N Total Outer Inner Rej.freq Total Outer Inner Rej.freq

Panel A: Bracket width∆ “ 1

250 0.24 0.18 0.23 0.03 0.13 0.11 0.11 0.09
500 0.19 0.09 0.19 0.25 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.08
700 0.19 0.07 0.19 0.43 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.04
1, 000 0.18 0.06 0.18 0.99 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.10

Panel B: Bracket width∆ “ 2

250 0.35 0.24 0.34 0.05 0.17 0.14 0.13 0.09
500 0.33 0.13 0.33 0.85 0.12 0.10 0.09 0.09
700 0.32 0.09 0.32 0.99 0.10 0.08 0.08 0.03
1, 000 0.32 0.07 0.32 1.00 0.09 0.07 0.07 0.10

Panel C: Bracket width∆ “ 3

250 0.48 0.32 0.47 0.10 0.21 0.17 0.16 0.07
500 0.46 0.16 0.46 0.98 0.15 0.12 0.12 0.07
700 0.46 0.12 0.46 1.00 0.13 0.11 0.10 0.04
1, 000 0.46 0.09 0.46 1.00 0.11 0.09 0.09 0.06

Notes. Results are based on 10, 000 simulation runs. Panels A, B and C corre-
spond to the binwidth∆ “ 1, 2, 3. Table shows the total risk (6.6), the outer and
inner risks (6.7), and the rejection frequency (6.8) for the nominal sizeα “ 0.05.
The supremum over S1 is approximated by the maximum over the grid consist-
ing of 50 evenly spaced points on unit circumference S1. Columns (1–4) and
(5–8) correspond to the classic and the proposed approach. The number of
bootstrap repetitionsB “ 2, 000. The true support function σpqq is in (6.4). For
the description of estimators, see text.
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Table 2: Bounds on gender wage gap with bracketed log wage

Lasso RF
Estimated Set 95 % CI Estimated Set 95% CI

Panel A: Bracket width ∆ “ 1

True β0 -0.200 (-0.213, -0.186) -0.180 (-0.194, -0.167)
βM -0.199 (-0.215, -0.184) -0.181 (-0.196, -0.165)

rβL, βU s (SYM) [ -1.195, 0.796] (-1.211, 0.813) [-1.133, 0.771] (-1.150, 0.788)
rβL, βU s (SPRS) [-1.193, 0.794] (-1.209, 0.810) [-1.115, 0.754] (-1.131, 0.770)

Panel B: Bracket width ∆ “ 2

True β0 -0.200 (-0.213, -0.186) -0.180 (-0.194, -0.167)
βM -0.279 (-0.302, -0.256) -0.251 (-0.273, -0.228)

rβL, βU s (SYM) [-2.270, 1.712] (-2.295, 1.737) [-2.155, 1.654] (-2.180, 1.679)
rβL, βU s (SPRS) [-2.266 1.708] (-2.290, 1.731) [-2.120, 1.618] (-2.144, 1.643)

Panel C: Bracket width ∆ “ 3

True β0 -0.200 (-0.213, -0.186) -0.180 (-0.194, -0.167)
βM -0.158 (-0.179, -0.137) -0.131 (-0.152, -0.110)

rβL, βU s (SYM) [-3.145, 2.828] (-3.172, 2.854) [-2.988, 2.725] (-3.015, 2.752)
rβL, βU s (SPRS) [-3.139, 2.822] (-3.162, 2.844) [-2.935, 2.672] (-2.959, 2.697)

Notes. Estimated parameter (square brackets) and the 95% confidence bands
(parentheses) for the parameter. The true parameter β0 is based on the ob-
served outcome Y . The midpoint parameter βM is based on the midpoint
outcome YM . The upper bound βU is as defined in (2.15), and βL is its ana-
log. The first-stage treatment expectation function is estimated by linear Lasso
(Columns (1)-(2)) and random forest (Columns (3)-(4)). The symmetry-
based specification (SYM, Row 3) is based on Assumption 4.1, and the first-
stage fitted values are given in (4.3). The sparsity-based specification (SPRS,
Row 4) is based on Example 4.3, and the first-stage fitted values are given in
(4.7). For more details, see text.
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8 Proofs

Empirical process notation. Let pηk and pξk, k “ 1, 2, . . . ,K be as in Defini-
tion 2.1. Define an event

EN :“ tpηk, ppξkppqqpPP P ΞN @k “ 1, 2, . . . ,Ku.

By union bound, this event holds with probability approaching one

PpEN q ě 1 ´KǫN “ 1 ´ op1q.

For a given partition k in t1, 2, . . . ,Ku, define the partition-specific averages

En,kfpWiq : “ 1

n

ÿ

iPJk

fpWiq,

Gn,kfpWiq : “ 1?
n

ÿ

iPJk

rfpWiq ´
ż
fpwqdP pwqs.

Define the function ψ0ppq

ψ0ppq “ ψpp, ξ0q “ ErgpW, p, ξ0ppqqs (8.1)

and observe that plugging p0pqq into ψ0ppq gives the support function σpqq at q:

ψ0pp0pqqq “ ψ0pΣ´1qq “ σpqq.

For i P Jk and k “ 1, 2, . . . ,K , define the partition-specific conditional expecta-
tion

ψpp, pξkq :“ ErgpWi, p, pξkppqq | pWiqiPJc
k
s, i P Jk (8.2)

and its weighted sample analog

pψvkpp, pξkq :“ En,kvigpWi, p, pξkppqq. (8.3)

Finally, define the matrix error terms

pΣkppηkq :“ En,kApWi, pηkq, pΣppηq :“ 1

K

Kÿ

k“1

pΣkppηkq

and the weighted matrix error

pΣvkppηkq :“ En,kviApWi, pηkq, pΣvppηq :“ 1

K

Kÿ

k“1

pΣvkppηkq.
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Empirical process remainder terms. Define the remainder term

R1,kppq “
?
Npp pψkpp, pξkq ´ pψkpp0, ξ0qq ´ pψpp, pξkq ´ ψ0pp0qqq, k “ 1, 2, . . . ,K,

the bias term

R2,kppq “
?
Npψpp, pξkq ´ ψ0ppqq, k “ 1, 2, . . . ,K,

the second-order remainder term

Rpp, p0q “
?
Npψ0ppq ´ ψ0pp0q ´Gpp0q1pp´ p0qq

and the bootstrap term

Rv1,kppq “
?
Npp pψvkpp, pξkq ´ pψvkpp0, ξ0qq ´ pψpp, pξkq ´ ψ0pp0qqq, k “ 1, 2, . . . ,K.

Thus, the support function process SN pqq of Theorem 3.1 can be decomposed
as

SN pqq : “
?
Nppσpqq ´ σpqqq

“
?
N

˜
1

K

Kÿ

k“1

pψkppppqq, pξkq ´ σpqq
¸

“
?
N

˜
1

K

Kÿ

k“1

pψkpp0pqq, ξ0q ´ σpqq `Gpp0q1ppppqq ´ p0pqqq
¸

` 1

K

Kÿ

k“1

rR1,kppppqqq `R2,kppppqqqs `Rppppqq, p0pqqq.

Misclassificationevents. For p, p0 P P , define the events E`ppq, E´ppq, E´pp, p0q, E`pp, p0q

E`ppq “
"
p1V pηq ă 0 ă p1V pη0q

*
, (8.4)

E´ppq “
"
p1V pη0q ă 0 ă p1V pηq

*
(8.5)

and

E´pp, p0q “ tp1
0V pη0q ă 0 ă p1V pη0qu (8.6)

E`pp, p0q “ tp1V pη0q ă 0 ă p1
0V pη0qu. (8.7)

8.1 Proofs of Main Results.

Proof of Lemma 4.3. Define

zpp, ηq : “ p1V pηq
B1pW, η, pq : “ p1V pη0qpY pp, ηq ´ Y pp, η0qq
B2pW, η, pq : “ p1pV pηq ´ V pη0qqpY pp, ηq ´ Y pp, η0qq.
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Observe that

zpp, ηqpY pp, ηq ´ Y pp, η0qq “ B1pW, η, pq `B2pW, η, pq.

The mistake in Y pp, ηq can only occur if p1V pη0q is small enough

"
Y pp, ηq ‰ Y pp, η0q

*
ô

"
E`ppq or E´ppq

*

ñ
"
0 ă |p1V pη0q| ă |p1pV pηq ´ V pη0qq|

*

ñ
"
0 ă |p1V pη0q| ă CP }V pηq ´ V pη0q}

*
“: E`´ppq.

(8.8)

Recall that

Y pp, ηq ´ Y pp, η0q “ pYU ´ YLq1tE`ppq Y E´ppqu (8.9)

Invoking |EX | ď E|X | and (B.45) gives

|EB1pW, η, pq| “ |Ep1V pη0qpY pp, ηq ´ Y pp, η0qq|
ď E|p1V pη0q|pYU ´ YLq1tE`ppq Y E´ppqu
ď E|p1V pη0q|pYU ´ YLq1tE`´ppqu (8.10)

Invoking definition of E`´ppq in (8.8) and YU ´ YL ď MUL a.s. gives

E|p1V pη0q|pYU ´ YLq1tE`´ppqu
ď CPMULE}V pηq ´ V pη0q}1tE`´ppqu. (8.11)

The second-order bias term is bounded as

|EB2pW, η, pq| ď CPMULE}V pηq ´ V pη0q}1tE`ppq Y E´ppqu. (8.12)

Invoking Assumption 4.3 gives

E}η0pXq ´ ηpXq}1tE`ppq Y E´ppqu

“ EX}ηpXq ´ η0pXq}
ż CP }ηpXq´η0pXq}

´CP }ηpXq´η0pXq}

hp1V pη0q|Xpt,Xqdt

ď 2CPMhEX}ηpXq ´ η0pXq}2. (8.13)

Combining the bounds gives

|ErB1pW, η, pq `B2pW, η, pqs| ď |EB1pW, η, pq| ` |EB2pW, η, pq|
ď 4C2

PMULMhE}ηpXq ´ η0pXq}2. (8.14)

�
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. Step 1. This step is required only if Σ is unknown, such as
in Example 2.2. As shown in Lemma A.10, for v “ 1 (regular case) and v “ e

(bootstrap case),

ppΣvppηqq´1 ´ Σ´1 “ ´Σ´1ppΣvpη0q ´ ΣqΣ´1 `Mv, (8.15)

where the remainder matrixMv obeys }Mv} “ oP pN´1{2q for both cases. Take
v “ 1. Post-multiplying the LHS above by q gives

?
Nppppqq ´ p0pqqq “ ´Σ´1ppΣpη0q ´ ΣqΣ´1q ` oP p1q

Likewise, taking v “ e gives

?
Nprppqq ´ p0pqqq “ pppΣeppηqq´1 ´ Σ´1q1q

“ ´Σ´1prΣepη0q ´ ΣqΣ´1q ` oP p1q.

For some N large enough, pppqq P P @q P Sd´1 and rppqq P P @q P Sd´1 with
probability 1 ´ op1q.

Step 2. Let k “ 1, 2, . . . ,K denote the partition index. We boundR1,kppppqqq
and Re

1,kppppqqq. Define the function class

Fv
2k :“ tv ¨ pgp¨, p, pξkppqq ´ gp¨, p0, ξ0pp0qqq, p, p0 P P , }p´ p0} ď τNu,

where v “ 1 (regular case) and v “ e (bootstrap case). The classF2k is obtained
as

F2k Ă Gpξk ´ Gξ0 ,

where Gξ0 and Gpξk are defined in Assumption 3.5. On the event EN ,

sup
pPP

|gpWi, p, pξkppqq ´ gpWi, p0, ξ0pp0qq|

ď sup
pPP

|gpWi, p, pξkppqq| ` sup
pPP

|gpWi, p, ξ0ppqq|

ď Gpξk `Gξ0 ,

and Gpξkξ0 :“ Gpξk ` Gξ0 is a measurable envelope for the class F2k. Note that

}Gpξkξ0}P,c ď }Gξ0}P,c ` }Gpξk}P,c ď 2C1. The uniform covering entropy of the

function class Gpξk ´ Gξ0 is bounded as

log sup
Q

Npǫ}Gξ `Gξ0}Q,2,Gpξ ´ Gξ0 , } ¨ }Q,2q

ď log sup
Q

Npǫ{2}Gξ}Q,2,Gξ, } ¨ }Q,2q ` log sup
Q

Npǫ{2}Gξ0}Q,2,Gξ0 , } ¨ }Q,2q

ď 2v logp2a{ǫq

by the proof of Theorem 3 in Andrews (1994) and Assumption 3.5. The class
Fe

2k is obtained by multiplication of F2k by an integrable random variable in-
dependent of the data, and therefore retains P -Donsker and uniform covering
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properties of the class F2. In particular,Gvpξkξ0
:“ |v|pGpξk `Gξ0q is a valid enve-

lope for Fv
2k. Next, for v “ 1 and v “ e,

sup
ξPΞN

Ev2pgpW, p, ξppqq ´ gpW, p0, ξ0pp0qqq2

ď 2

ˆ
sup
ξPΞN

sup
pPP

Ev2pgpW, p, ξppqq ´ gpW, p, ξ0ppqqq2

` sup
p0,pPP, }p´p0}ďτN

Ev2pgpW, p, ξ0ppqq ´ gpW, p0, ξ0pp0qqq2
˙

ď 2ppr2
N q2 ` pr1

N q2q.

Invoking Lemma A.2 conditional on pWiqiPJk
and taking σ “ 2pr1

N ` r2
N q gives

sup
fPFv

2

|Gn,krf s| “ sup
p0,pPP

| pψkpp, pξkq ´ pψkpp0, ξ0q ´ pψpp, pξkq ´ ψpp0, ξ0qq|

ÀP pr2
N ` r1

N q log1{2p1{pr2
N ` r1

N qq `N´1{2`1{c logN

“ oP p1q,

where the last equality follows fromAssumption 3.5. ByLemmaA.1, supfPFv
2

|Gn,krf s| “
oP p1q holds unconditionally. as shown in Step 1, wp 1´op1q, pppqq P P @q, and

sup
qPSd´1

|R1,kppppqqq| ÀP sup
pPP

|R1,kppq| ÀP sup
fPF2

|Gn,krf s| “ oP p1q.

Step 3. Bound on R2,kppppqqq. On the event EN , for any k “ 1, 2, . . . ,K

sup
qPSd´1

|R2,kppppqqq| ď sup
pPP

?
N |ψpp, pξkq ´ ψ0ppq|

ď sup
ξPΞN

sup
pPP

?
N |ψpp, ξq ´ ψ0ppq| À

?
NµN .

Combining the bounds over a finite set k “ 1, 2, . . . ,K gives

1

K

Kÿ

k“1

„
R1,kppppqqq `R2,kppppqqq


“ oP p1q.

Step 4. Bound on Rppppqq, p0q. By Assumption 3.2, Lemma A.5 and Step 1,
on the event EN ,

sup
qPSd´1

|Rppppqq, p0pqqq| “ op
?
N}ppΣppηqq´1 ´ Σ´1}q “ oP p1q.

Step 5. Conclusion. For the influence function hpW, qq in (3.12), the func-
tion class

H “
"
hp¨, qq, q P Sd´1

*
Ď Gξ0 ` HA
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is included into the sum Gξ0 `HA. The function classes Gξ0 andHA areDonsker
classes with square integrable envelopes (by Assumption 3.5 and Lemma A.6,
respectively). The statement of the lemma follows from the Skorohod-Dudley-
Wichura construction, as in Skorohod (1956), Dudley (1968) andWichura (1970).

�

The bootstrap support function process can be decomposed as

rSN pqq : “
?
N pprσpqq ´ σpqqq ´ ppσpqq ´ σpqqqq .

The first summand can be decomposed as

rσpqq ´ σpqq “ 1

K

Kÿ

k“1

ē´1 pψvkprppqq, pξkq ´ σpqq

“ 1

K

Kÿ

k“1

pψvkprppqq, pξkq{p1 ` oP p1qq ´ σpqq

“ 1

K

Kÿ

k“1

pψvkprppqq, pξkq ´ σpqq ` oP p1q.

The weighted moment can be decomposed as

?
N

1

K

Kÿ

k“1

pψvkprppqq, pξkq “
?
N

1

K

Kÿ

k“1

pψvkpp0pqq, ξ0q `
?
NGpp0pqqq1prppqq ´ p0pqqq

` 1

K

Kÿ

k“1

„
Re1,kprppqqq `R2,kprppqqq


`Rprppqq, p0pqqq.

Proof of Theorem 3.2. ByComment B.1 inChandrasekhar et al. (2012), if the boot-
strap random element converges in probability P unconditionally (i.e, ZN “
oP p1q), then ZN “ oP ep1q in L1pP q sense and hence in probability P , where P e

denotes the probability measure conditional on the data.
Step 1. As shown in Step 1 of the proof of Theorem 3.1, rppqq P P @q.

The bound on Re
1,kprppqqq is established in the proof of Theorem 3.1, Step 2. By

construction,
?
Npψpp, pξkq ´ ψpp, ξ0qq “ R2,kppq “ Erv ¨ pgpW, p, pξkq ´ gpW, p, ξ0qq | pWiqiPJk

s.

Thus, the bounds on R2,kppq and Rpp, p0q are established in Steps 3 and 4 of
Theorem 3.1.

Step 2. As shown in Step 5 of Theorem 3.1, the function class H Ď Gξ0 `
HA is a Donsker class with square-integrable envelopes. Then by the Donsker
theorem for exchangeable bootstraps, weak convergence holds conditional on
the data,

GN rpe´ 1qhpW, qqs{ē ñ ČGrhpqqs underP e in probability P,
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where ČGrhpqqs is a P-Brownian bridge independent of Grhpqqs with the same
distribution as Grhpqqs.

�
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Abstract

This appendix contains supplementary statements for the paper “Debi-
asedMachine Learning of Set-Identified LinearModels” by Vira Semenova.
Appendix A contains useful technical statements. Appendix B contains ad-
ditional proofs. Appendix C contains supplementary tables.

Appendix A: Technical Lemmas

Lemma A.1 (Conditional Convergence Implies Unconditional). Let tXmumě1

and tYmumě1 be sequences of random vectors. (i) If for ǫm Ñ 0,Pp}Xm} ą ǫm |
Ymq ÑP 0, then Pp}Xm} ą ǫmq Ñ 0. In particular, this occurs if Er}Xm}q{ǫqm |
Yms ÑP 0 for some q ě 1, by Markov inequality. (ii) Let tAmumě1 be a sequence
of positive constants. If }Xm} “ OP pAmq conditional on Ym, namely, that for any
ℓm Ñ 8,Pp}Xm} ą ℓmAm | Ymq ÑP 0 , then Xm “ OP pAmq unconditionally,
namely, that for any ℓm Ñ 8,Pp}Xm} ą ℓmAmq Ñ 0.

Lemma A.1 is a restatement of Lemma 6.1 in Chernozhukov et al. (2018).

Lemma A.2 (Maximal Inequality). Let F be a set of suitably measurable functions
f : W Ñ R. Suppose that F : W Ñ R, F ě supfPF |f | is a measurable envelope for
F with }F }P,c ă 8 for some c ě 2. LetM “ maxiďN F pWiq and σ12 be any positive
constant such that supfPF }f}2P,2 ď σ12 ď }F }2P,2. Suppose that there exist constants
a ě e and v1 ě 1 such that

log sup
Q

Npǫ}F }Q,2,F , } ¨ }Q,2q ď v1 logpa{ǫq, 0 ă ǫ ě 1.

Then,

EP r}GN}F s ď K

˜d
v1σ12 log

ˆ
a}F }P,2
σ1

˙
` v1}M}P,2?

N
log

ˆ
a}F }P,2
σ1

˙¸
,

(A.1)

whereK is an absolute constant. Furthermore, with probability ą 1 ´ c2plogNq´1,

}GN}F ď Kpc, c2q
˜d

v1σ12 log

ˆ
a}F }P,2
σ1

˙
` v1}M}P,c?

N
log

ˆ
a}F }P,2
σ1

˙¸
,

(A.2)

where }M}P,c ď N1{c}F }P,c andKpc, c2q ą 0 is a constant depending only on c and
c2.

LemmaA.2 is a restatement of Lemma 6.2 inChernozhukov et al. (2018) (cf.
Chernozhukov et al. (2014)).

Define the subGaussian Orlicz norm

}X}ψ2
“ inftt ą 0 : E exppX2{t2q ď 2u
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and the subExponential Orlicz norm

}X}ψ1
“ inftt ą 0 : E expp|X |{tq ď 2u.

A random variableX isK-subGaussian (X isK-subExponential) if there exist
a finite K ă 8 such that

}X}ψt
ď K,

where t “ 2 corresponds to subGaussian case and t “ 1 to subExponential case.
For a d-vectorX , if }X} isK-subGaussian, since

|α1X | ď }X}, α P Sd´1

α1X isK-subGaussian.
We rely on the following properties of Orlicz norms. The product XY of

twoK-subGaussian random variablesX and Y obeys

}XY }ψ1
ď }X}ψ2

}Y }ψ2
ď K2. (A.3)

Furthermore, if X is K2-subExponential random variable, its centered analog
X ´ EX obeys

}X ´ EX}ψ1
ď C}X}ψ1

. (A.4)

(see the page 92 in Vershynin (2018), the proof of Theorem 4.6.1).

LemmaA.3 (Tail Bound on SubGaussian CovarianceMatrix). Let pEi, ViqNi“1
be

an i.i.d sequence ofK-subGaussian vectors. Define

Σ “ EV E1 pΣ “ N´1

Nÿ

i“1

ViE
1
i (A.5)

Then, with probability at least 1 ´ 2e´u2

,

}pΣ ´ Σ} ď CK2

˜c
d ` u

N
` d ` u

N

¸
“: CK2δ.

As a result, for any ℓN Ñ 8,

}pΣ ´ Σ} ÀP

a
pd ` ℓN q{N. (A.6)

Proof of Lemma A.3. Step 1. As shown in Corollary 4.2.13 of Vershynin (2018),
there exist an 1{4-netN on the sphere Sd´1 with cardinality |N | ď 9d. Thus,

}A} “ max
αPSd´1

|α1Aα| ď 2max
αPN

|α1Aα|. (A.7)

Step 2. For any α P N , the random variables Epαq “ α1E and V pαq “ α1V are
K-subGaussian random variables. Invoking (A.3) and (A.4) gives

}EpαqV pαq ´ EEpαqV pαq}ψ1
ď C}EpαqV pαq}ψ1

ď CK2.
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Therefore, tEipαqVipαq ´ EEpαqV pαquNi“1
is an i.i.d, mean zero, and subExpo-

nential random variables with its ψ1-norm bounded by CK2. Take

ǫ :“ CK2 maxpδ, δ2q

and invoke Bernstein’s inequality with δ ă 1, noting that

minpmaxpδ, δ2q2,maxpδ, δ2qq “ δ2.

Bernstein’s inequality gives

P

˜ˇ̌
ˇ̌N´1

Nÿ

i“1

EipαqVipαq ´ EEpαqV pαq
ˇ̌
ˇ̌ ě ǫ{2

¸
ď 2 exp´c1 minpǫ2{C2K4,ǫ{CK2qN

ď 2 exp´c1δ
2N

ď 2 exp´c1pC̄2pN`u2qq

for C̄ large enough. Step 3. For any fixed α P Sd´1,

α1ppΣ ´ Σqα “ N´1

Nÿ

i“1

rVipαqEipαq ´ EV pαqEpαqs.

Invoking (A.7) and the union bound over the net N gives

P
´

}pΣ ´ Σ} ě ǫ
¯

ď Ppmax
αPN

|α1ppΣ ´ Σqα| ě ǫ{2q

ď 9d2 exp´c1C̄
2pN`u2q ď 2 exp´u2

.

�

Lemma A.4 (Weighted Covariance Matrix). Suppose E}ApW, η0q}2F is finite. Let
teiuNi“1

be i.i.d Exp (1) draws independent from the data tWiuNi“1
. Then, the following

bound holds

} 1

N

Nÿ

i“1

ApWi, η0qpei ´ 1q} “ OP pN´1{2q. (A.8)

Proof of Lemma A.4. Step 1. Note that

E} 1

N

Nÿ

i“1

ApWi, η0qpei ´ 1q}2F

“
dÿ

k“1

dÿ

j“1

Ep 1

N

Nÿ

i“1

AkjpWi, η0qpei ´ 1qq2

“ N´1

dÿ

k“1

dÿ

j“1

EA2

jkpW, η0q “ N´1
E}ApW, η0q}2F .
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Invoking Markov inequality gives

} 1

N

Nÿ

i“1

ApWi, η0qpei ´ 1q} ď } 1

N

Nÿ

i“1

ApWi, η0qpei ´ 1q}F “ OP pN´1{2q,

which implies (A.24). �

Lemma A.5 is similar to Lemma 3 in Chandrasekhar et al. (2012). For com-
pleteness, we provide it below with proof. Recall that

ψ0ppq “ Ezpp, η0qY pp, η0q “ Ep1V pη0qY pp, η0q

and
Gpp0q “ EV pη0qY pp, η0q.

Let E´pp, p0q and E`pp, p0q be

E´pp, p0q “ tp1
0V pη0q ă 0 ă p1V pη0qu (A.9)

E`pp, p0q “ tp1V pη0q ă 0 ă p1
0V pη0qu. (A.10)

Lemma A.5 (Uniform Gradient). Let ψ0 : P Ñ R be as defined in (8.1). (1) If
Assumption 3.2 holds, the function ψ0ppq has a gradient that is uniformly continuous
in p. For any p, p0 P P ,

ψ0ppq ´ ψ0pp0q “ Gpp0q1pp ´ p0q `Rpp, p0q,

where Rpp, p0q “ op}p ´ p0}q uniformly over p, p0 P P .

Proof of Lemma A.5. Note that

E`pp, p0q Y E´pp, p0q ñ
"
0 ă |p1

0V pη0q| ă |pp ´ p0q1V pη0q|
*

(A.11)

ď
"
0 ă |p1

0V pη0q|
}Σ´1{2V pη0q} ă }Σ1{2}}p´ p0}

*

ď
"
0 ă |p1

0Σ
1{2Σ´1{2V pη0q|

}Σ1{2p0}}Σ´1{2V pη0q} ă p}Σ1{2}{}Σ1{2p0}q}p´ p0}
*

“: E`´pp, p0q.

Note that

ψ0ppq ´ ψ0pp0q “ Erp1V pη0qY pp, η0q ´ p1
0V pη0qY pp0, η0qs

“ Erp1V pη0qpY pp, η0q ´ Y pp0, η0qqs `Gpp0q1pp´ p0q
“: Rpp, p0q `Gpp0q1pp´ p0q.

We bound the remainder term Rpp, p0q uniformly over p, p0 P P . On the event
E`´pp, p0q,

sup
p,p0PP

|Rpp, p0q| ď E|p1
0V pη0q|pYU ´ YLq1tE`´pp, p0qu

ď E|pp ´ p0q1V pη0q|pYU ´ YLq1tE`´pp, p0qu.
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Invoking Cauchy inequality gives

sup
p,p0PP

|Rpp, p0q| ď }p´ p0}E}V pη0q}pYU ´ YLq1tE`´pp, p0qu

ď }p´ p0}MUL}V pη0q}P,2P1{2pE`´pp, p0qq

and Assumption 3.2 implies

sup
p,p0PP

|Rpp, p0q| ď }p´ p0}MUL}V pη0q}P,2CV }p´ p0}1{2.

for CV depending on Σ and CV large enough. �

Let P be as in (3.1). Define the function classes

Lη :“
"
p1V pηq, p P P

*

Iη :“
"
1tp1V pηq ą 0u, p P P

*

Lη ¨ Iη :“
"
p1V pηq ¨ 1tp1V pηq ą 0u, p P P

*

Rη :“ t pp, p1V pηqq, p P Pu

and

Yη :“ pYU ´ YLq ¨ Lη ¨ Iη “ tYpp, ηq, p P Pu

G1,η :“
"
ErYpp, ηq | Xs, p P P

*

F1,2 “
"
W Ñ p1V pη0qγ0pp,Xq, p P P

*
Ď Lη0 ¨ pγL,0pXq ` G1,η0q

Hη “
"
q1ApW, ηqq, q P Sd´1

*

HA “
"
GpΣ´1qqΣ´1pApW, η0q ´ ΣqΣ´1q, q P Sd´1

*

Lemma A.6 (Entropy Bounds). Suppose Assumptions 3.1, 3.2, 3.3(2), 4.2–4.3
hold. Let Q be any probability measure whose support concentrates on a finite set. For
every function classF P tLη, Iη,Rη,Yη,Yη`YL,G1,η,G1,η`ErYL | Xs,F1,2,Hη,HAu,
there exists an integrable envelope F so that the following bound holds

log sup
Q

Npǫ}F }Q,2,F , } ¨ }Q,2q À 1 ` d logp1{ǫq, for all 0 ă ǫ ď 1. (A.12)

Proof of Lemma A.6. Step 1. As shown in Andrews (1994), the statement holds
for the linear class Lη, the class of indicators Iη , and Lη ¨ Iη . Multiplying each
element of Lη ¨ Iη by YU ´ YL gives Yη . Therefore, (A.12) holds for the entropy
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of Yη and Yη `YL , by Lemma L.1 in Belloni et al. (2018) (cf. Andrews (1994)).
Rη is a cartesian product of the linear class and the index set P .

Step 2. Each element of G1,η is a conditional onX expectation of an element
in Yη . By Lemma L.2 from Belloni et al. (2018) (cf. van der Vaart (2000)), the
covering entropy of class G1,η is bounded. The class F1,2 is included into the
product of Lη0 and G1,η0 ` γL,0pXq obeying (A.12). Define the envelope

F1,2 : “ CP }V pη0q}pγL,0pXq `MULq

and note that }F1,2}P,c is finite for any c ě 2 since }V pη0q} is subGaussian con-
ditional on X . Therefore, (A.12) holds for F1,2 with F1,2.

Step 3. For any two elements of Hη,

|q1
1ApW, ηqq1 ´ q1

2ApW, ηqq2| ď 2}ApW, ηq}}q1 ´ q2},

which implies FApW q :“ 2}ApW, ηq} is a valid envelope function for (A.12) to
hold.

Step 4. Recall that Gppq “ EV pη0qpYL ` Ypp, η0qq. Therefore, }Gppq} ď
E}V pη0q}pYL `MULq “: CG, which is finite by Assumption 4.3. Then, the func-
tion class

HA Ď tµpApW, η0q ´ ΣqΣ´1q, q P Sd´1, µ P Rd, }µ} ď CGu

has a bounded VC index. Each element of HA is bounded by 2CG}ApW, η0q ´
Σ}}Σ´1}.

�

Lemma A.7 (Entropy Bounds, cont.). Let ZpXq be a vector of basis functions such
that }ZpXq}8 ď KN a.s. for some deterministic sequence tKN ě 1u. Suppose As-
sumptions 4.2 and 4.3 hold. Define

ζpp, ηq “ Ypp, ηq ´ ErYpp, ηq | Xs. (A.13)

For j P rpX s “: t1, 2, . . . , pXu, define

F1j : “ tW Ñ ZjpXqpζpp, ηq ´ ζpp, η0qq, p P Pu
F2j : “ tW Ñ Z2

j pXqpζpp, ηq ´ ζpp, η0qq2, p P Pu
F3j : “ tW Ñ Z2

j pXqpYpp, ηq ´ Ypp, η0qq2, p P Pu
F4j : “ tW Ñ Z2

j pXqpζpp1, η0q ´ ζpp2, η0qq2, p1, p2 P P , }p1 ´ p2} ď N´1u

and

M “
"
W Ñ ZpXq1ζ, ζ P RpX , }ζ}0 ď CsN , }ζ} ď C

*

F1,1 “
"
W Ñ p1V pη0qΛpZpXq1ζq, p P P , ζ P RpX

*
.
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For j P rpXs, for every function class F P tF1j ,F2j,F3j ,F4ju, there exists an inte-
grable envelope F so that with aN “ pX `N ,

log sup
Q

Npǫ}F }Q,2,F , } ¨ }Q,2q À 1 ` logpaN{ǫq, for all 0 ă ǫ ď 1. (A.14)

Furthermore, for every function class F P tM,F1,1u, there exists an integrable enve-
lope F so that with aN “ pX `N ,

log sup
Q

Npǫ}F }Q,2,F , } ¨ }Q,2q À 1 ` sN logpaN{ǫq, for all 0 ă ǫ ď 1. (A.15)

Proof of Lemma A.7. Step 1. Note that 0 ď Ypp, ηq ď MUL a.s., which implies
ζ2pp, ηq ď M2

UL a.s. and pζpp, ηq ´ ζpp, η0qq2 ď 2M2

UL a.s. . Each class in Fj P
tF1jF2j ,F3j ,F4ju is derived bymultiplying an element in Yη´Gη or pYη´Gηq2
by an integrable random variable ZjpXq for j P rpXs. Therefore, for each j P
rpXs and with F pW q :“ 4|ZjpXq|MUL for F1j and FjpW q :“ 2Z2

j pXqM2

UL for
Fj P tF2j ,F3j ,F4ju.

log sup
Q

Npǫ}Fj}Q,2,Fj , } ¨ }Q,2q À 1 ` logpe{ǫq, for all 0 ă ǫ ď 1.

Hence, by Lemma L.1(2) in Belloni et al. (2018), the uniform entropy numbers
of

F P tYjPrpX sF1j,YjPrpX sF2j,YjPrpX sF3j,YjPrpX sF4ju
obeys (A.14)

Step 2. The classM is a union over
`
pX
CsN

˘
VC-subgraph classeswith indices

OpsN q. Therefore, (A.15) holds for M. By Lemma L.3 in Belloni et al. (2018),
the rule holds for ΛpMq.

Step 3. The class F1,1 Ď Lη0 ¨ ΛpMq, where the class Lη0 obeys (A.12) and
M obeys (A.15). Define the envelope function

F1,1 : “ CP }V pη0q}KN Λptq “ t

F1,1 : “ CP }V pη0q} Λptq “ exp t{pexp t ` 1q.

and note that for any c ě 2, }F1,1}P,c ď CPKN}V pη0q}P,c ă 8 since }V pη0q} is
subGaussian by Assumption 4.3. Therefore, F1,1 obeys (A.15) with F1,1.

�

Lemma A.8 (Equivalence of Long and Short Definitions of the Partially Linear
Parameter). The minimizers of (2.4) and (2.5) coincide.

Proof. Fix a randomvariable Y in a random interval rYL, YU s. For each b in (2.4)
we solve for fpXq “ fbpXq as a function of b. The solution fbpXq is a conditional
expectation function:

fbpXq “ ErY ´D1b | Xs “ ErY | Xs ´ η0pXq1b.
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Substituting fbpXq into (2.4) gives:

β “ arg min
bPRd

EpY ´ ErY | Xs ´ pD ´ η0pXqq1bq2. (A.16)

Expanding pm ` nq2 “ m2 ` 2mn ` n2 with m “ Y ´ pD ´ η0pXqq1b and
n “ ErY | Xs gives:

β “i arg min
bPRd

EpY ´ pD ´ η0pXqq1bq2

´ 2EpY ´ pD ´ η0pXqq1bqErY | Xs
` EpErY | Xsq2

“ii arg min
bPRd

EpY ´ pD ´ η0pXqq1bq2 ` EpErY | Xsq2

“iii arg min
bPRd

EpY ´ pD ´ η0pXqq1bq2.

Since ErpD ´ η0pXqq1bsErY | Xs “ 0, ii follows. Since the third term does not
depend on b, iii follows. �

Recall that

pΣkppηkq :“ En,kApWi, pηkq, pΣppηq :“ 1

K

Kÿ

k“1

pΣkppηkq

and the weighted matrix error

pΣvkppηkq :“ En,kviApWi, pηkq, pΣvppηq :“ 1

K

Kÿ

k“1

pΣvkppηkq.

Lemma A.9 (Matrix Concentration). Let δN and AN be as in Definition 3.1. For
v “ 1 (regular case) and v “ e (bootstrap case), for every partition k “ 1, 2, . . . ,K ,

}pΣvkppηq ´ pΣvkpη0q} “ OP

´
N´1{2δN `N´1`1{c1 `AN

¯
“ oP p1q. (A.17)

Combining the bounds gives

}pΣvppηq ´ pΣvpη0q} “ OP

´
N´1{2δN `N´1`1{c1 `AN

¯
.

Proof of Lemma A.9. Step 1. Note that

pΣvppηq ´ pΣvpη0q “ 1

K

Kÿ

k“1

En,kvirApWi, pηkq ´ApWi, η0qs.

For each k “ 1, 2, . . . ,K ,

En,krApWi, pηkq ´ApWi, η0qsvi
“ n

´1{2
k Gn,krApWi, pηkq ´ApWi, η0qsvi

` Σppηkq ´ Σpη0q “ Iv1 ppηkq ` Iv2 ppηkq.
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Under Assumption 3.4, on the event EN ,

}Iv2 ppηkq} “ }Σppηkq ´ Σpη0q} ď sup
ηPTN

}Σpηq ´ Σpη0q} ď AN .

We establish the bound on }Iv1 ppηkq} with v “ 1 in Step 2 and v “ e in Step 3,
respectively.

Step 2. Consider the function class

FA :“ tα1pApW, ηq ´ApW, η0qqα, α P Sd´1u

and note that

sup
αPSd´1

|α1pApW, ηq ´ApW, η0qqα| ď }ApW, ηq ´ApW, η0q} “: FApW q.

The matrix operator norm }ApW, ηq} is integrable in LP,c for c “ 2 and some
c1 ą 2. Thus, for any η P TN ,

}FApW q}P,c ď 2}ApW, ηq}P,c ď 2B̄A.

Note thatFA is a parametric class obeying (A.12). Assumption 3.4 implies that,
for any η P TN ,

sup
ηPTN

pE}ApW, ηq ´ApW, η0q}2q1{2 ď δN .

Step 3. Consider the function class

Fe
A :“ tepα1pApW, ηq ´ApW, η0qqqα, α P Sd´1u

and note that

sup
αPSd´1

|e ¨ α1pApW, ηq ´ApW, η0qqα| ď |e|FApW q,

where |e|FApW q is integrable in LP,c for c “ 2 and some c1 ą 2. The func-
tion class Fe

A is obtained bymultiplying FA by an exponential random variable
independent of the data, and, therefore, retains the P -Donsker and covering
properties FA. Finally, for any η P TN ,

sup
ηPTN

Ee2}ApW, ηq ´ApW, η0q}2 “ sup
ηPTN

2E}ApW, ηq ´ApW, η0q}2 ď 2δ2N .

Invoking (A.2) in Lemma A.2 with

σ12 “ δ2N , v “ d, a “ e

conditional on the data pWiqiPIc
k
gives

sup
fPFv

A

|Gn,kfpWiqvi| ÀP δN `N´1{2`1{c1 “ op1q.

SinceK is finite,

}pΣvppηq ´ pΣvpη0q} “ OP

´
KpN´1{2δN `N´1`1{c1 `AN q

¯
“ oP p1q.

�
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LemmaA.10 (Matrix Inverse Linearization). Under Assumption 3.4-3.3, for v “ 1

(regular case) and v “ e (bootstrap case)

ppΣvppηqq´1 ´ Σ´1 “ ´Σ´1ppΣvpη0q ´ ΣqΣ´1 `Mv, (A.18)

where }Mv} “ oP pN´1{2q.

Proof of Lemma A.10. We invoke the identity

pA `Bq´1 ´A´1 “ ´A´1BpA `Bq´1

with
A “ Σ, B “ pΣvppηq ´ Σ.

Furthermore, we decompose

B “ pΣvppηq ´ Σ “ ppΣvpη0q ´ Σq ` ppΣvppηq ´ pΣvpη0qq “ Bv1 `Bv2 .

Plugging A and B “ Bv1 `Bv2 gives

pppΣvppηqq´1 ´ Σ´1 “ ´A´1B1pA `Bq´1 ´A´1B2pA `Bq´1 (A.19)

“ ´Σ´1ppΣvpη0q ´ ΣqpppΣvppηqq´1 ´ Σ´1ppΣvppηq ´ pΣvpη0qqpppΣvppηqq´1 (A.20)

“ ´Σ´1ppΣvpη0q ´ ΣqΣ´1

´ Σ´1ppΣvppηq ´ pΣvpη0qqpppΣvppηqq´1

´ Σ´1ppΣvpη0q ´ ΣqpppΣvppηqq´1 ´ Σ´1q
“ Mv

1 `Mv
2 `Mv

3 . (A.21)

By Assumption 3.1, }Σ´1} ď λ´1

min ă 8 is bounded. For v “ 1 (regular case),
Assumption 3.3 gives

}pΣpη0q ´ Σ} “ OP pvN q “ oP p1q.

For v “ e (bootstrap case), Lemma A.4 and Assumption 3.3 give

}Bv1} “ }pΣvpη0q ´ Σ} ď }pΣvpη0q ´ pΣpη0q} ` }pΣpη0q ´ Σ} “ OP pvN `N´1{2q.
(A.22)

In both cases, for v “ 1 and v “ e,

}Mv
1 } ď }Σ´1}}pΣvpη0q ´ Σ}}Σ´1} “ OP pvN `N´1{2q. (A.23)

As shown in Lemma A.9, for v “ 1 and v “ e,

}pΣvppηq ´ pΣvpη0q} “ OP pN´1{2δN `N´1`1{c `N´1{2AN q “ oP p1q. (A.24)

Combining (A.22) and (A.24) gives

}pΣvppηq ´ Σ} ď }pΣvppηq ´ pΣvpη0q} ` }pΣvpη0q ´ Σ} “ OP pvN `N´1{2q,
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and }pΣvppηq} ě λmin{2wp 1 ´ op1q. On the same event, }ppΣvppηqq´1} is bounded
away from 2{λmin. Invoking Assumption 3.4 gives

}Mv
2 } ď }Σ´1}}pΣvppηq ´ pΣvpη0q}}ppΣvppηqq´1}

“ OP

´
N´1{2δN `N´1`1{c1 `N´1{2AN

¯
“ oP pN´1{2q. (A.25)

Definition ofMv
3 implies

}Mv
3 } ď }Σ´1}}pΣvpη0q ´ Σ}}pppΣvppηqq´1 ´ Σ´1}.

As shown above, }pppΣvppηqq´1 ´ Σ´1} ď }pppΣvppηqq´1} ` }Σ´1} “ OP p1q. There-
fore,

}Mv
3 } ď }Σ´1}}pΣvpη0q ´ Σ}OP p1q “ OP pvN `N´1{2q. (A.26)

Collecting the bounds gives

}pppΣvppηqq´1 ´ Σ´1} ď
3ÿ

k“1

}Mv
k } “ OP pvN `N´1{2q.

The following bound holds

}Mv
3 } ď }Σ´1}}pΣvpη0q ´ Σ}}pppΣvppηqq´1 ´ Σ´1} “ OP ppvN `N´1{2q2q “ oP pN´1{2q.

(A.27)

As a result, }Mv} ď }Mv
2 } ` }Mv

3 } “ oP pN´1{2q, and (A.18) holds. �

Proof of Corollary 3.1. Corollary 3.1 follows from Theorem 3.1 and Steps 4 and 5
of the proof of Theorems 1 and 2 of Chandrasekhar et al. (2012). Assumptions
3.4–3.3 are �

Proof of Corollary 3.2. Corollary 3.2 follows from Theorem 3.2 and Steps 4 and 5
of the proof of Theorems 3 and 4 of Chandrasekhar et al. (2012). �

B Proofs of Section 4

B.1 Proof of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2

Assumption B.3 is a restatement of Assumption 6.1 in Belloni et al. (2017). In
this subsection, Assumption B.3 is verified from the primitive conditions on the
data generating process. Recall that (4.4) implies

Ypp, η0q “: ΛpZpXq1η0ppqq `R0pp,Xq ` ζpp, η0q.

Decompose

Ypp, ηq “ ErYpp, ηq ´ Ypp, η0q | Xs ` ErYpp, η0q | Xs ` ζpp, ηq
“: ΛpZpXq1η0ppqq `R0pp,Xq `Rpp, η,Xq ` ζpp, ηq.
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Define the following terms

A11N pηq : “ sup
pPP,jPrpX s

|rEN ´ EsZ2

j pXqY2pp, ηq|

A12N pηq : “ sup
pPP,jPrpX s

|rEN ´ EsZ2

j pXqζ2pp, ηq|

BN pηq : “ sup p1,p2PP
dPpp1,p2qď1{N

jPrpX s

|rEN ´ EsZ2

j pXqpζpp1, ηq ´ ζpp2, ηqq2|

GN pηq : “ sup p1,p2PP
dPpp1,p2qď1{N

jPrpX s

|EZ2

j pXqpζpp1, ηq ´ ζpp2, ηqq2|

CN pηq : “ sup p1,p2PP
dPpp1,p2qď1{N

jPrpX s

|ENZjpXqpζpp1, ηq ´ ζpp2, ηqq|

DN pηq “ sup
pPP,jPrpX s

|rEN ´ EsZjpXqpζpp, ηq ´ ζpp, η0qq|

EN pηq : “ sup
pPP,jPrpX s

|rEN ´ EsZ2

j pXqpζpp, ηq ´ ζpp, η0qq2|

FN pηq “ sup
pPP,jPrpX s

|rEN ´ EsZ2

j pXqpYpp, ηq ´ Ypp, η0qq2|

LN pηq : “ sup
pPP,jPrpX s

|EZ2

j pXqpζpp, ηq ´ ζpp, η0qq2|

In the statement of the following assumption, ∆N “ op1q and ζN “ op1q are
fixed sequences approaching zero from above at a speed at least polynomial in
N (for example, ζN ě N´c for some c ą 0, and cζ , Cζ , cz, CZ are positive finite
constants.

AssumptionB.3 (Assumption 6.1, Belloni et al. (2017)). The following conditions
hold for N ě N0 and aN :“ pX . (i) The model (4.4) is approximately sparse with
sν “ sνpNq

sup
pPP

}ν0ppq}0 ď sN

sup
pPP

pEpRpp, η,Xq `R0pp,Xqq2q1{2 À σ̄N (B.1)

(ii) The set P has uniform covering entropy obeying logNpǫ,P , dPq ď d logp1{ǫq _0

with dP pp1, p2q “ }p1 ´ p2} and the collection pζpp,Xq, Rpp, η,Xq, R0pp,Xqq are
suitably measurable transformations of W and p. (iii) Uniformly over p P P and
η P TN , (a) the moments of the model are boundedly heteroscedastic, namely 0 ă
cζ ď Erζ2pp, ηq | Xs ď Cζ ă 8 a.s. for some positive finite constants that do not
depend on η and (b) maxjPrpX s Er|ZjpXqζpp, ηq|3 ` |ZjpXqYpp, ηq|3s ď Cζ . (iv).

For some sequence KN such that K2

N σ̄
2

N ď ζN and logpaN q ď ζNN
1{3, the dictio-

nary functions, approximation errors, and empirical errors obey the following regular-
ity conditions: (a) cZ ď EZ2

j pXq ď CZ for j P rpX s and }ZpXq}8 ď KN a.s. and

maxjPrpX s EpZ4
j pXq ` Z6

j pXqq ď CZ . (b) With probability 1 ´ ∆N , the following
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statements hold

sup
pPP

EN pRpp, η,Xq `R0pp,Xqq2 ď Cσ̄2

N (B.2)

A11N pηq `A12N pηq ď ζN (B.3)

logpaN qpBN pηq `GN pηqq1{2 ď ζN (B.4)

CN pηq “ oP pζNN´1{2q (B.5)

(v)With probability 1´∆N , the empirical minimum andmaximum sparse eigenvalues
of the basis covariance matrix are bounded from zero and above.

Define the following rates

δ1N “
ˆ
logpNpXKN q

N

˙1{2

` K2

N logpNpXKNq
N2{3

(B.6)

δ2N :“
ˆ
logpNpXKN q

N3{2

˙1{2

` KN logpNpXKNq
N5{6

. (B.7)

λ1N “ K2

Np
a
ηN log aN `N´1{2 log aN q. (B.8)

Lemma B.1 (Lemma J.5 in Belloni et al. (2018)). Let ζpp, η0q be as in (A.13).
Suppose that for all p P P , we have that Ypp, η0q “ HpY, pq, where Y is a random
variable and tHp¨, pq, p P Pu is a VC-subgraph class of functions bounded by a constant
MUL with indexCY for some constantCY ě 1. Moreover, suppose ZpXq and ζpp, η0q
obey Assumption B.3(iii) and (iv)(a). If Assumption 3.2 holds,

GN pη0q À N´1{2. (B.9)

and, with probability at least 1 ´ plogNq´1,

A11N pη0q `A12N pη0q ď δ1N (B.10)

CN pη0q ď δ2N (B.11)

Lemma B.1 is not an exact restatement of Lemma J.5 in Belloni et al. (2018),
but follows from its proof.

Proof of Lemma B.1. I verify the conditions of Lemma J.5 in Belloni et al. (2018)
with

qZ “ 6, K̄N :“ KN , ν “ 1,
¯
C :“ cζcZ , C̄ :“ p1 ` CζqCZ .

I show that supp1,p2PP EpYpp1, η0q ´ Ypp2, η0qq4 ď C̄P }p1 ´ p2} with C̄P large
enough. Invoking

|Ypp1, η0q ´ Ypp2, η0q| ď MUL1tE`pp1, p2q Y E´pp1, p2qu

implies

E|Ypp1, η0q ´ Ypp2, η0q|k ď Mk
ULPpE`pp1, p2q Y E´pp1, p2qq ď C̄P }p1 ´ p2}.
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Then, the bound (B.10) is established similarly to (J.10), (B.11) similarly to
(J.11) and (B.9) is established in the first line (unnumbered display) on page
94 of the Belloni et al. (2018). �

Lemma B.2 (Effect of estimation error of η). (1) The following inequalities hold
for AN pηq, BN pηq, CN pηq:

A11N pηq ď 2A11N pη0q ` 2FN pηq (B.12)

A12N pηq ď 2A12N pη0q ` 2ENpηq (B.13)

BN pηq ď 3pEN pηq `BN pη0q ` EN pηqq (B.14)

GN pηq ď 3pLN pηq `GN pη0q ` LNpηqq (B.15)

CN pηq ď CN pη0q ` 2DNpηq (B.16)

(2) The following properties hold for k “ 1 and k “ 2

Erpζpp, ηq ´ ζpp, η0qq2k | Xs ď Ck,ζ}ηpXq ´ η0pXq} (B.17)

ErpYpp, ηq ´ Ypp, η0qq2k | Xs ď Ck,Y }ηpXq ´ η0pXq} (B.18)

where Ck,ζ and Ck,Y are some finite constants. (3) The following statements hold

A11N pηq `A12N pηq “ OP pN´1{2pδ1N ` λ1N qq, (B.19)

BN pηq “ OP pN´1{2pδ1N ` λ1N qq (B.20)

CN pηq “ OP pδ2N `N´1{2pλ1N qq (B.21)

GN pηq “ OpηN q (B.22)

Proof of Lemma B.2. Steps 1-2 establish B.12–(B.16). Step 3 verifies (2). Steps
4–6 verifies (3).Step 1. Decomposing

pζpp1, ηq ´ ζpp2, ηqq “ ppζpp1, ηq ´ ζpp1, η0qq
` pζpp1, η0q ´ ζpp2, η0qq
` pζpp2, ηq ´ ζpp2, η0qq.

For any fjp¨q and gjp¨q, j P rpXs,

sup
pPP,jPrpX

fjppq ` gjppq ď sup
pPP,jPrpX s

fjppq ` sup
pPP,jPrpX s

gjppq.

Multiplying pζpp1, ηq ´ ζpp2, ηqq by ZjpXq and taking suppPP,jPrpX sr¨s gives

CN pηq ď sup p1,p2PP
dPpp1,p2qď1{N

jPrpX s

|ENZjpXqpζpp1, ηq ´ ζpp1, η0qq|

` CN pη0q ` sup p1,p2PP
dPpp1,p2qď1{N

jPrpX s

|ENZjpXqpζpp2, ηq ´ ζpp2, η0qq|

ď 2DN pηq ` CN pη0q,
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which gives (B.16).
Step 2. Taking squares and multiplying by Z2

j pXq with Z2
j pXq ě 0 gives

Z2

j pXqpζpp1, ηq ´ ζpp2, ηqq2 ď 3Z2

j pXqppζpp1, ηq ´ ζpp1, η0qq2

` pζpp1, η0q ´ ζpp2, η0qq2 ` pζpp2, ηq ´ ζpp2, η0qq2q.

Likewise,

ζ2pp, ηq “ pζpp, ηq ´ ζpp, η0q ` ζpp, η0qq2 ď 2pζpp, ηq ´ ζpp, η0qq2 ` 2ζ2pp, η0q.

A similar argument to Step 1 gives (B.12) and (B.13) and (B.14) and (B.15),
which completes (1).

Step 3. Verification of (2). Invoking Assumptions 4.3 and 4.2 and (B.45)
and (8.13) from Lemma 4.3 gives (B.18). (A.13) implies that ζpp, ηq ´ ζpp, η0q
is the demeaned version of Ypp, ηq ´ Ypp, η0q conditional on X . Therefore, for
any p P P and for any η P TN ,

Erpζpp, ηq ´ ζpp, η0qq2 | Xs ď ErpYpp, ηq ´ Ypp, η0qq2 | Xs
ď 2CPMhM

2

ULηN ,

which establishes (B.17). Next, for any η P TN ,

Erpζpp, ηq ´ ζpp, η0qq4 | Xs ď 16ErpYpp, ηq ´ Ypp, η0qq2 | Xs
ď 32CPMhM

4

ULηN .

As a result, for any η P TN ,

LN pηq ď 2CZCPMhM
2

ULηN (B.23)

Step 4. Verification of (B.19) and (B.21). Let pN´cq ď ηN for some c ą
0 as assumed. I verify the conditions of Lemma A.2 with the function class
F1j,F2j ,F3j in Lemma A.7, all of which obey (A.12). Take

v1 “ 1, aN “ pX _N, σ12 “ M2

UL2CPMhK
2

NηN , F pW q :“ 2KNMUL

gives
logpaNF pW q{σ1q “ OplogpaN qq.

Likewise for EN pηq and FN pηq, take

v1 “ 1, aN “ pX _N, σ12 “ M4

UL2CPMhK
4

NηN , F pW q :“ 4K2

NMUL

and F pW q :“ 4K2

NM
2

UL gives logpaNF pW q{σ1q “ Oplog aN q. Thus,

DN pηq ` EN pηq ` FN pηq “ OP pN´1{2λ1N q

where λ1N as in (B.8). Invoking (B.10) and (B.12)–(B.13) gives (B.19), and
invoking (B.11) and (B.16) gives (B.21).
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Step 5. Verification of (B.20) I verify the conditions of Lemma A.2 with
F4j . Note that

EZ4

j pXqpζpp1, η0q ´ ζpp2, η0qq4

ď 16K4

NEpYpp1, η0q ´ Ypp2, η0qq4 ď 32K4

NM
4

ULCδN
´1

Invoking Lemma A.2 with

v1 “ 1, aN “ pX _N, σ12 “ 32K4

NM
4

ULCδN
´1

and F pW q :“ K2

NM
2

UL gives logpaF pW q{σ1q “ OplogpaN qq

BN pη0q “ O

ˆ
N´1{2

ˆb
K4

NN
´1 log aN `N´1{2K2

N log aN

˙˙
“ OpN´1{2λ1N q

(B.24)

Invoking (B.14) and (B.24) gives (B.20).
Step 6. Verification of (B.22) Invoking (B.9) and (B.23) and (B.15) gives

(B.22).
�

Assumption B.4 (Additional assumptions for Lemma 4.1). Suppose the condi-
tions of Lemma 4.1 hold. In addition, suppose the following conditions hold on the
basis functions ZpXq. (1) There exists constant cZ ď CZ and deterministic sequence
tKN , N ě 1u where cZ ď EZ2

j pXq ď CZ for all j P rpXs and }ZpXq}8 ď
KN a.s. andmaxjPrpX spEZ6

j pXqq1{2 ď CZ . The sequences δ1N `N1{2δ2N `λ1N `
log1{2 aN ppηN q1{2 `N´1{4p

?
δ1N `

?
λ1N qq “ op1q. (v) With probability 1 ´ ∆N ,

the empirical minimum andmaximum sparse eigenvalues of the basis covariancematrix
are bounded from zero and above.

Proof of Lemma 4.1. Step 0. Define

Rpp, η,Xq :“ ErYpp, ηq ´ Ypp, η0q | Xs.

The function classes
R1,1 :“ tRpp, η,Xq, p P Pu

is derived by taking expectation functions of tYpp, ηq ´ Ypp, η0q, p P Pu Ď
pYU ´ YLq ¨ pIη ´ Iη0q, and, therefore, obeys (A.12). The function class

R1,2 :“ tR0pp,Xq, p P Pu Ď G1,η0 ´ tZpXq1η0ppq, p P Pu

obeys (A.12) because p Ñ }η0ppq}1 is assumedLipschitz in p. Thus, the function
class

tpR0pp,Xq `Rpp, η,Xqq2, p P Pu Ď pR1,1 ` R1,2q ¨ pR1,1 ` R1,2q

obeys (A.12) for any fixed η P TN .
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Step 1. (i)–(iii). Assumptions B.3 (i)–(ii) are directly assumed in Lemma
4.1. Note that (ii) automatically holds for a compact setP PĂ Rdwith Eucledian
distance. The bound (B.17) implies

Erpζpp, ηq ´ ζpp, η0qq2 | Xs “ Opη8
N q.

Therefore, the condition (iii) for ζpp, η0q in Assumption B.4 implies the condi-
tion (iii) for ζpp, ηq in Assumption B.3 with c1

ζ “ 1{2cζ and C̄ζ “ 4M2

UL and N
large enough. Cauchy inequality and Assumption 4.2 gives

max
jPrpX s

Er|ZjpXqζpp, ηq|3 ` |ZjpXqYpp, ηq|3s ď 2 max
jPrpXs

pEZ6

j pXqq1{2M3

UL.

Step 2. I verify (B.2). Note that for p P P ,

sup
pPP

|Rpp, η,Xq| ď MULPpE`´ppq | Xq ď 2CPMULMh}ηpXq ´ η0pXq} a.s.

Therefore, for any k “ 1 and k “ 2,

sup
pPP

ERkpp, η,Xq ď p2CPMULMhqkE}ηpXq ´ η0pXq}k.

sup
pPP

ER2k
0 pp,Xq ď Epρ0pp,Xq ´ ZpXq1η0ppqq2k ď CEpρ0pp,Xq ´ ZpXq1η0ppqq2 “ Opσ̄2

N q,

which ensures that the approximation error converges at rate

sup
pPP

EpR0pp,Xq `Rpp, η,Xqq2 “ Opσ̄2

N ` η2N q “ Opσ̄2

N q. (B.25)

Noting that

EpR0pp,Xq `Rpp, η,Xqq4 ď 8EpR4

0pp,Xq `R4pp, η,Xqq
“ OpE}ηpXq ´ η0pXq}4 ` σ̄2

N q “ Opσ̄2

N q.

Invoking Lemma A.2 with

v1 “ d, σ12 “ C2

σσ̄
2

N , F pW q :“ sup
pPP

|R0pp,Xq| `MUL

gives

sup
pPP

|rEN ´ EspR0pp,Xq `Rpp, η,Xqq2| “ OP pN´1{2λN q, (B.26)

where

λN “
b
C2
σσ̄

2

N logp1{σ̄N q `N´1{2Cσ logp1{σ̄N q (B.27)
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obeys N´1{2λN “ Opσ̄2

N q. Indeed,
a
logp1{σ̄N q{N “ Op

a
sN log aN{Nq “

Opσ̄N q. Likewise, N´1Cσ logp1{σ̄N q “ OpsN log aN{Nq “ Opσ̄2

N q. Combining
(B.26) and (B.25) gives (B.2). Taking

ζN : “ maxpδ1N `N1{2δ2N ` λ1N ` log1{2 aN ppηN q1{2

`N´1{4p
a
δ1N `

a
λ1N qq, N´1{3 log aN q

verifies the conditions (B.3) and (B.5) based on (B.19) and (B.21), Lemma B.2.
To verify (B.4), note that Bpηq and Gpηq are non-negative, and
a
Bpηq `Gpηq ď

a
Bpηq`

a
Gpηq “ OP ppηN q1{2`N´1{4p

a
δ1N ` λ1N qq “ OP pζN q.

Therefore, Assumption B.3 –which coincideswithAssumption 6.1 in Belloni et al.
(2017) – has been verified. Invoking Theorem 6.1 of Belloni et al. (2017) gives
the result.

�

Assumption B.5 (Additional assumptions for Lemma 4.2). The following addi-
tional assumption hold. There exists a sequence ρN “ op1q such that suppPP |R0pp,Xq| ď
ρN “ op1q a.s. .
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Define

Rpp, η,Xq “ ErMpp, ηq ´ Mpp, η0q | Xs.
The function class

R1,1 :“ tRpp, η,Xq, p P Pu
is derived by taking expectation functions of Iη , and, therefore, obeys (A.12).
The function class

R1,2 :“ tR0pp,Xq, p P Pu Ď G1,η0 ´ tΛpZpXq1η0ppqq, p P Pu
obeys (A.12) because }η0ppq}1 is assumed Lipschitz in p and Λp¨q is Lipshitz
(Lemma L.2 and L.3 in Belloni et al. (2018)). Invoking Lemma A.2 with

v1 “ d, σ1 “ Cσσ̄
2

N , F pW q :“ 4

and invoking (B.26) gives

sup
pPP

|rEN ´ EspR0pp,Xq `Rpp, η,Xqq2| “ OP pN´1{2λN q “ oP pσ̄2

N q,

which verifies (iv)(a) of Assumption B.3. The condition (iv) (b) is verified in
Lemma B.2, where

Ypp, ηq :“ Mpp, ηq, MUL :“ 1.

Finally,
sup
xPX

|Rpp, η, xq| ÀP η
8
N ,

which implies supxPX |Rpp, η, xq `R0pp, xq| ÀP η
8
N ` ρN “ op1q. The rest of the

proof follows similarly to the proof of Lemma 4.1.
�
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B.2 Section 4.3 Proofs

Proof of Lemma 4.5. To cover the cases of Corollaries 4.1 and 4.2, I take

γpp,Xq :“ γLpXq ` 1{2γULpXq, γN :“ 2pγLN ` γUL,Nq

in Corollary 4.1 and

γpp,Xq :“ γLpXq ` ρ0pp,Xq, γN :“ γLN

in Corollary 4.2. Recall that

Y pp, ηq “ YL ` pYU ´ YLq1tp1V pηq ą 0u “ YL ` Ypp, ηq.

Define remainder terms

I1pW, p, ηq : “ p1V pη0qpY pp, ηq ´ Y pp, η0qq (B.28)

I2pW, p, ηq : “ p1V pη0qplog aN ´ γpp,Xqq (B.29)

I3pW, p, ηq : “ p1pη0pXq ´ ηpXqqpY pp, η0q ´ γ0pp,Xqq (B.30)

I4pW, p, ηq : “ p1pη0pXq ´ ηpXqqpY pp, ηq ´ Y pp, η0qq (B.31)

I5pW, p, ηq : “ p1pη0pXq ´ ηpXqqplog aN ´ γpp,Xqq. (B.32)

The estimation error of the orthogonal moment can be decomposed as

gpW, p, ξppqq ´ gpW, p, ξ0ppqq “
5ÿ

j“1

IjpW, p, ηq. (B.33)

Likewise, define the remainder terms

R1pW, p, p0q : “ p1
0V pη0qpY pp, η0q ´ Y pp0, η0qq (B.34)

R2pW, p, p0q : “ p1
0V pη0qpγ0pp,Xq ´ γ0pp0, Xqq (B.35)

R3pW, p, p0q : “ pp´ p0q1V pη0qpY pp0, η0q ´ γ0pp0, Xqq (B.36)

R4pW, p, p0q : “ pp´ p0q1V pη0qpY pp, η0q ´ Y pp0, η0qq (B.37)

R5pW, p, p0q : “ ´pp´ p0q1V pη0qpγ0pp,Xq ´ γ0pp0, Xqq (B.38)

and note that

gpW, p, ξ0ppqq ´ gpW, p0, ξ0pp0qq “
5ÿ

j“1

RjpW, p, p0q.

Step 1. Bound on µN . The terms I1pW, p, ηq and I4pW, p, ηq coincide with
B1pW, p, ηq and B2pW, p, ηq in Lemma 4.3, that is

I1pW, p, ηq :“ B1pW, p, ηq, I4pW, p, ηq :“ B2pW, p, ηq.

Invoking (8.14) from Lemma 4.3

sup
ηPTN

|ErI1pW, p, ηq ` I4pW, p, ηqs| ď sup
ηPTN

4C2

PMULMhE}ηpXq ´ η0pXq}2

ď 4C2

PMULMhη
2

N .
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The terms I2pW, p, ηq and I3pW, p, ηq are mean zero by Law of Iterated Expecta-
tions

ErI2pW, p, ηq ` I3pW, p, ηqs “ 0, @p P Rd @η P TN .

Finally, for any η P TN , the term I5pW, p, ηq is bounded as

|EI5pW, p, ηq| ď CP pE}ηpXq ´ η0pXq}2q1{2pE|γpp,Xq ´ γ0pp,Xq|2q1{2.

Combining the bounds give a valid bound on µN , that is

µN ď 4C2

PMULMhη
2

N ` CP ηN ¨ γN . (B.39)

Step 2. Bound on r2
N . Taking squares of (B.33) gives

EpgpW, p, ξppqq ´ gpW, p, ξ0ppqqq2 “ Ep
5ÿ

j“1

IjpW, p, ηqq2 ď 5

5ÿ

j“1

EI2j pW, p, ηq.

We establish the bound on EI2j pW, p, ηq for each j “ 1, 2, . . . , 5. Invoking (8.10)
in Lemma 4.3 and YU ´ YL ď MUL a.s. gives the bound on the first term

EI21 pW, p, ηq “ Epp1V pη0qq2pY pp, ηq ´ Y pp, η0qq2 ď M2

ULEpp1V pη0qq21tE`´ppqu.

On the event E`´ppq, |p1V pη0q| ď |p1pη0pXq ´ ηpXq|. As a result,

EI21 pW, p, ηq ď M2

ULC
2

PE}η0pXq ´ ηpXq}21tE`´ppqu
ď M2

ULC
2

P η
2

N @p P Rd @η P TN .

Likewise,

EI24 pW, p, ηq ď Epp1pη0pXq ´ ηpXqqq2pYU ´ YLq21tE`´ppqu
ď M2

ULC
2

P η
2

N @p P Rd @η P TN .

Step 3. Bound on r2
N , cont. Next, I bound EI22 pW, p, ηq and EI23 pW, p, ηq.

LetU be a conditionally onX subGaussian randomvariable. Then, supxPX ErU2 |
X “ xs is finite and bounded by some constant, and

E∆2pXqU2 ď sup
xPX

ErU2 | X “ xsE∆2pXq. (B.40)

Invoking the bound above with

∆pXq “ log aN ´ γpp,Xq, U “ }V pη0q}, sup
x

ErU2 | X “ xs ď CV

gives

EI22 pW, p, ηq ď C2

P C̄V Eplog aN ´ γpp,Xqq2 ď C̄V C
2

P γ
2

N @p P P@γ P ΓN .
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ToboundEI23 pW, p, ηq, we takeU :“ Y pp, η0q´log aN where log aN “ ErY pp, η0q |
Xs. Invoking

ErU2 | Xs “ VarpY pp, η0q | Xq ď ErY 2pp, η0q | Xs

and pa ` bq2 ď 2pa2 ` b2q with a “ YL and b “ pYU ´ YLq1tp1V pη0q ą 0u gives

ErU2 | Xs ď 2pErY 2

L | Xs `M2

ULq ď 2pC̄L `M2

ULq “: C̄3 a.s .

Invoking (B.40) with U :“ Y pp, η0q ´ log aN and ∆pXq “ p1pη0pXq ´ ηpXqq
gives

EI23 pW, p, ηq ď C2

PE}η0pXq ´ ηpXq}2ErU2 | Xs
ď C̄3C

2

PE}η0pXq ´ ηpXq}2 ď C̄3C
2

P η
2

N @p P Rd @η P TN .

Finally,

EI25 pW, p, ηq ď C2

PE}η0pXq ´ ηpXq}2plog aN ´ γpp,Xqq2

ď C2

P 4M
2

γE}η0pXq ´ ηpXq}2 ď 4M2

γC
2

P η
2

N .

Collecting the bounds gives

5ÿ

j“1

EI2j pW, p, ηq ď C 1pη2N ` γ2N q (B.41)

for C 1 large enough.
Step4. Boundon r1

N . Let pRjpp, ηqq5j“1
be as in (B.34)-(B.38) and E´pp, p0q, E`pp, p0q

as in (8.6)-(8.7). Observe that

ER2

1pW, p, p0q “ Epp1
0V pη0qq2pYU ´ YLq21tE`´pp, p0qu

ď M2

ULEppp ´ p0q1V pη0qq21tE`´pp, p0qu
ď M2

UL}p´ p0}2E}V pη0q}2 (B.42)

Note that

|γ0pp,Xq ´ γ0pp0, Xq| “ |ErpYU ´ YLq1tp1V pη0q ą 0u | Xs
´ ErpYU ´ YLq1tp1

0V pη0q ą 0u | Xs|
ď ErpYU ´ YLq|1tp1V pη0q ą 0u ´ 1tp1

0V pη0q ą 0u| | Xs
ď ErpYU ´ YLq1tE`´pp, p0qu | Xs
ď MULPpE`´pp, p0q | Xq a.s.

Taking the squares of each side gives

pγ0pp,Xq´γ0pp0, Xqq2 ď M2

ULP
2pE`´pp, p0q | Xq ď M2

ULPpE`´pp, p0q | Xq a.s. ,
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where the last bound follows from t2 ď t if t P r0, 1s. Invoking (B.40) with
U :“ }V pη0q} and∆pXq :“ γ0pp,Xq ´ γ0pp0, Xq gives

ER2

2pW, p, p0q “ Epp1
0V pη0qq2pγ0pp,Xq ´ γ0pp0, Xqq2

ď M2

ULC
2

P C̄V EX rPpE`´pp, p0q | Xqs
“ M2

ULC
2

P C̄V PpE`´pp, p0qq
ď M2

ULC̄V }p´ p0}.

Cauchy inequality gives a bound ER2
3pW, p, p0q:

ER2

3pW, p, p0q ď C2

P }p´ p0}2E}V pη0q}2pY pp0, η0q ´ γ0pp0, Xqq2

ď C2

P }p´ p0}2}V pη0q}P,4 sup
p0PP

}Y pp0, η0q ´ γ0pp0, Xq}P,4,

where }V pη0q}P,4 ă 8 follows fromsubGaussianity and }Y pp0, η0q´γ0pp0, Xq}P,4 ď
}Y pp0, η0q}P,4 `Mγ ď }YL}P,4 `MUL `Mγ is finite by assumption. Finally, for
j “ 4 and j “ 5, the term RjpW, p, p0q is a product of pp ´ p0q1V pη0q and a
random variable bounded byMUL a.s. Therefore,

ER2

j pW, p, p0q ď C2

PM
2

UL}p´ p0}2E}V pη0q}2, j “ 4, 5.

Collecting the bounds shows that

sup
p,p0PP,}p´p0}ďτN

5ÿ

j“1

ER2

j pW, p, p0q ď C 1pτN ` τ2N q (B.43)

for C 1 large enough.
Step 5. Bound on AN . Define

M1pW, η, η0,m,m0q : “ pη0pXq ´ ηpXqqpD ´m0pXqq1

M2pW, η, η0,m,m0q : “ pZ ´ η0pXqqpm0pXq ´mpXqq1

M3pW, η, η0,m,m0q : “ pη0pXq ´ ηpXqqpm0pXq ´mpXqq1

and note that

ApW, η,mq ´ApW, η0,m0q “ pZ ´ ηpXqqpD ´mpXqq1 ´ pZ ´ η0pXqqpD ´m0pXqq1

“
3ÿ

k“1

MkpW, η, η0,m,m0q.

The terms M1pW, η, η0,m,m0q and M2pW, η, η0,m,m0q are zero mean by LIE.
The second-order termM3pW, η, η0,m,m0q is bounded as

}EM3pW, η, η0,m,m0q} ď E}M3pW, η, η0,m,m0q}
ď E}η0pXq ´ ηpXq}}m0pXq ´mpXq}
ď pE}pη0pXq ´ ηpXqq}2q1{2pE}pm0pXq ´mpXqq}2q1{2.
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Collecting the bounds ensures that the condition (3.5) holds with AN ď ηN ¨
mN .

Step 6. Bound on δN .

E}M1pW, η, η0,m,m0q}2 ď E}M1pW, η, η0,m,m0q}2F “ E}η0pXq ´ ηpXq}2}D ´m0pXq}2

ď sup
x

Er}D ´m0pXq}2 | X “ xsE}η0pXq ´ ηpXq}2

“: C̄DE}η0pXq ´ ηpXq}2.

A similar argument gives

E}M2pW, η, η0,m,m0q}2F ď C̄V E}m0pXq ´mpXq}2.

Finally,

E}M3pW, η, η0,m,m0q}22 ď E}m0pXq ´mpXq}2}η0pXq ´ ηpXq}2 ď 4M2

ηη
2

N .

Collecting the bounds gives

}ApW, η,mq ´ApW, η0,m0q}2 ď
3ÿ

k“1

}MkpW, η, η0,m,m0q}2

which implies

E}ApW, η,mq ´ApW, η0,m0q}22 ď 3

3ÿ

k“1

E}MkpW, η, η0,m,m0q}22,

which ensures that the condition (3.5) holds with

δ2N ď 3p4M2

ηη
2

N ` C̄Dη
2

N ` C̄Vm
2

Nq.

Step 7. (Conclusion) Steps 1-6 verifyAssumption 3.4. TakeApW, η0,m0q “
pV ´ η0pXqqpD ´m0pXqq1. The bound on E}ApW, η0,m0q}2F is

E}ApW, η0,m0q}2F “ E}Z ´ η0pXq}2}D ´m0pXq}2

ď
a
E}Z ´ η0pXq}4

a
E}D ´m0pXq}4 “

a
E}V }4E}E}4 ă 8,

since }V } “ }V pη0q} and }E} “ }Epm0q} are subGaussian. �

Proof of Corollary 4.1. Note that Assumptions 3.4 and 3.3 are verified in Lemmas
4.5 and 4.4, respectively. Below, I verifyAssumption 3.5. LetLη andYη and G1,η

be the function classes defined in Lemma A.6. The following classes

tp1V pηq ¨ Y pp, ηq, p P Pu Ď Lη ¨ pYL ` Yηq

and

tp1V pηq ¨ pγLpXq ` 1{2γULpXqq, p P Pu Ď Lη ¨ pγLpXq ` 1{2γULpXqq
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are derived from Lη, YL ` Yη and integrable random variables γLpXq, γULpXq
whose uniform covering entropies obey (A.12). For every fixed η and γL, the
function class

Fη,γL,γUL
:“ tW Ñ p1V pηqpY pp, ηq ´ γLpXq ´ 1{2γULpXqq, p P Pu

obeys (A.12) with the envelope function

Fη,γL,γUL
“ CP p}V pη0q} `MηqpYL ´ γL,0pXqq
` CP p}V pη0q} `MηqpMγ `MγUL

`MULq,

whose }Fη,γL,γUL
}P,c1 is integrable for c1 “ 2 and c1 ą 2 by Assumption 4.3.

�

Proof of Corollary 4.2. Step 1. Define the first-order term

S̄v1 ppq :“
?
NENp

1Vipη0qpρ0pp,Xiq ´ pρpp,Xiqqvi

and the second-order term

S̄v2 ppq :“
?
NENp

1pVippηq ´ Vipη0qqpρ0pp,Xiq ´ pρpp,Xiqqvi

and the cross-fit term

S̄v3 ppq :“
?
NEN pgpWi, p, tpη, pγL, ρ0pp, ¨quq ´ gpWi, p0pqq, tη0, γL,0, ρ0pp, ¨quqqvi.

Decompose the estimation error

?
NpENgpWi, pppqq, pξppppqqqq ´ ENgpWi, p0pqq, ξ0pp0pqqqqqvi

“ S̄v1 ppppqqq ` S̄v2 ppppqqq ` S̄v3 ppppqqq.

I show that suppPP |S̄v1 ppq| “ oP p1q in Steps 2 and 3. Step 4 and Step 5 elaborates

on suppPP |S̄v2 ppq| “ oP p1q and S̄v3 ppppqqq.
Step 2. Let Lη and Yη and G1,η and M be the function classes defined in

LemmaA.6. Take aN “ pX_N and σ̄N “ C
a
sN log aN{N . Define the nuisance

realization set

Tp :“ tρ0pp, ¨qu Y t}η}0 ď CsN , }η ´ η0ppq} ď σ̄N , }η ´ η0ppq}1 ď ?
sN σ̄N , η P RpX u.

The class

F2,1 “ tW Ñ p1V pη0q ¨ ΛpZpXq1ηq, p P P , η P Tpztρ0pp, ¨quu Ď Lη ¨ ΛpMq

obeys (A.15) with F2,1 :“ CP }V pη0q}KN (linear link) or F2,1 :“ CP }V pη0q}
(logistic link), and the class

F2,2 “ tW Ñ p1V pη0q ¨ ρ0pp,Xq, p P Pu Ď Lη ¨ G1,η0

obeys (A.12) with F2,2 :“ CPMUL}V pη0q}. The function class

F2,3 :“ tW Ñ p1V pη0q ¨ pΛpZpXq1ηq ´ ρ0pp,Xqq, p P Pu Ď F2,1 ´ F2,2
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obeys (A.15) with F2,3 :“ F2,1 ` F2,2. For each F P tF2,1,F2,2,F2,3u, the class
Fe is obtained by multiplying the elements of F by an integrable random vari-
able, and therefore retains the entropy properties of F . Finally, wp 1´ op1q, for
v “ 1 (regular case) and v “ e (bootstrap case)

sup
pPP

|S̄v1 ppq| “ }GNfvpW q}F .

Step 3. For both linear and logistic link, supt |Λ1ptq| ď 1. By intermediate value
theorem,

|ΛpZpXq1ηppqq ´ ΛpZpXq1η0ppqq| ď sup
t

|Λ1ptq||ZpXq1pηppq ´ η0ppqq|

ď |ZpXq1pηppq ´ η0ppqq|.

Next, for any p P P .

EpΛpZpXq1ηppqq ´ ρ0pp,Xqq2 ď 2EpZpXq1pηppq ´ η0ppqqq2 ` 2ER2

0pp,Xq
À sN log aN{N ” σ̄2

N

Notice that

sup
fPF

Ef2pW q ď CP sup
xPX

Er}V pη0q}2 | X “ xsEpΛpZpXq1ηppqq ´ ρ0pp,Xqq2 À σ̄2

N

Invoking Lemma A.2 with

aN “ pX _N, v1 “ sN , σ1 “ Cσσ̄N , F2,3pW q :“ F2,1 ` F2,2

gives for Λptq “ t

sup
pPP

|S̄v1 ppq| ÀP

b
sN σ̄

2

N logpaNKN{σ̄N q ` sNN
´1{2`1{c1

logpaNKN{σ̄N q “ oP p1q

and for Λptq “ exp t{pexp t ` 1q

sup
pPP

|S̄v1 ppq| ÀP

b
sN σ̄

2

N logpaN{σ̄N q ` sNN
´1{2`1{c1

logpaN{σ̄N q “ oP p1q

Step 4. I show that suppPP |S̄v2 ppq| “ oP p1q. By the argument in Step 3,

pΛpZpXiq1pηppqq ´ ΛpZpXiq1η0ppqqq2 ď pZpXiq1ppηppq ´ η0ppqqq2

and summing over i “ 1, 2, . . . , N gives

sup
pPP

EN pΛpZpXiq1pηppqq ´ ΛpZpXiq1η0ppqqq2 ď sup
pPP

}pηppq ´ η0ppq}2PN ,2

and

sup
pPP

EN pρ0pp,Xiq ´ pρpp,Xiqq2 ď sup
pPP

2}pηppq ´ η0ppq}2PN ,2
`N´12ENR

2

0pp,Xiq.
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As assumed in (4.8), the RHS above is OP pσ̄2

N q. By Assumption 4.3,

sup
pPP

pENv2i pp1pVippηq ´ Vipη0qqq2q1{2 ď CP pENv2i }pηpXiq ´ η0pXiq}2q1{2 “ OP pηN `N´1{4q.

As a result,

sup
pPP

|S̄v2 ppq|

“ sup
pPP

N1{2|ENp1pVippηq ´ Vipη0qqpρ0pp,Xiq ´ pρpp,Xiqqvi|

“ sup
pPP

N1{2pEN pρ0pp,Xiq ´ pρpp,Xiqq2q1{2pENv2i pp1pVippηq ´ Vipη0qqq2q1{2

“ oP pN1{2σ̄N ¨ pηN `N´1{4qq “ oP p1q.

Step 5. I show that suppPP |S̄3ppppqqq ´ GN rhpW, qqs| “ oP p1q. This follows
from the Steps 1–5 of the proof of Theorems 3.1, where Assumptions 3.4 and
3.3 and 3.5 need to be verified. Assumptions 3.4 and 3.3 are verified in Lemmas
4.5 and 4.4, respectively. Assumption 3.5 is verified by the same argument as
the proof of Corollary 4.1 with

tp1V pηq ¨ Y pp, ηq, p P Pu Ď Lη ¨ pYL ` Yηq

and
tp1V pηq ¨ pγLpXq ` ρ0pp,Xqq, p P Pu Ď Lη ¨ pγLpXq ` G1,η0q,

where both classes obey (A.12). The envelope function

F pW q :“ p}V pη0q} `MηqpYL ´ γL,0pXq `Mγ `MULq

is integrable by Assumption 4.3.
�

B.3 Proof of Section 5

Proof of Lemma 5.1. The identified set can be written as

B “ tβ : β “ EV pη0qγpD,Xqu,

where

PpγLpD,Xq ď γpD,Xq ď γU pD,Xqq “ 1 (B.44)

The convexity argument is similar to Kaido (2017). For any β1 and β2, there ex-
ist γ1pD,Xq and γ2pD,Xq obeying (B.44) such thatβj “ EV pη0qγjpD,Xq, j “
1, 2. Therefore, for any α P r0, 1s,

αβ1 ` p1 ´ αqβ2 “ EV pη0qγαpD,Xq,
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where γαpD,Xq “ αγ1pD,Xq ` p1 ´ αqγ2pD,Xq also obeys (B.44). To show
strict convexity, invoke Lemma A.5 with Σ “ Id gives

σpqq ´ σpq0q “ Gpq0q1pq ´ q0q `Rpq, q0q, Rpq, q0q “ op}q ´ q0}q.

By Corollary 1.7.3 in Schneider (1993), the set B is strictly convex. Next, I show
that the set B is bounded. For each j “ 1, 2, . . . , d, take ljpD,Xq :“ ∇jf0pD |
Xq{f0pD | Xq. Cauchy inequality implies

|βj | ď E|γpD,XqljpD,Xq| ď C̄γpE}lpD,Xq}2q1{2 ď CγCL.

Finally, the set B contains its boundary by the argument of the proof of Propo-
sition 2 in Bontemps et al. (2012) and Beresteanu and Molinari (2008) and the
proof of Theorem 2.1 in Kaido (2017), page 23.

�

Proof of Lemma 5.2. For the Example 2.3, recall that

E`´pqq “ t0 ă |q1V pη0q| ď |q1pV pηq´V pη0qq|u, p :“ q, P :“ Sd´1, CP “ 1.

Let B1pW, η, qq and B2pW, η, qq be the bias terms as defined in Lemma 4.3. In-
voking (8.11) and (8.12) in Lemma 4.3 gives

Y pq, ηq ´ Y pq, η0q “ pYU ´ YLq1tE`pqq Y E´pqqu (B.45)

and

|EBjpW, η, qq| ď MULE}V pηq ´ V pη0q}1tE`´pqqu, j “ 1, 2.

Assumption 5.2 and supηPTN
}V pηq ´ V pη0q} ď η8

N gives

sup
ηPTN

E}V pηq ´ V pη0q}1tE`´pqqu ď η8
NPpE`´pqqq ď C̄f pη8

N q2.

�

Proof of Corollary 5.1. Step 1 (Outline). Assumption 3.3 holds trivially with
known Σ “ Id and vN “ 0. Therefore, Assumption 3.4 can be invoked with

AN “ δN “ τN “ r1
N “ 0, p “ q P Sd´1.

Recall that
γN “ γL,N ` γUL,N ` γ1L,N ` γ1UL,N

Step 2 verifies Assumption 3.5. Steps 3 and 4 verify Assumption 3.4, the
bounds on µN and r2

N respectively. Define

µ0pq,D,Xq :“ γL,0pD,Xq ` γUL,0pD,Xq1t´q1η0pD,Xq ą 0u
∇Dµ0pq,D,Xq :“ ∇DγL,0pD,Xq ` ∇DγUL,0pD,Xq1t´q1η0pD,Xq ą 0u.
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Define the first-stage error terms

S1pD,Xq “ γLpD,Xq ´ γL,0pD,Xq
S2pD,Xq “ γULpD,Xq ´ γUL,0pD,Xq

S3pq,D,Xq “ 1tq1V pηq ą 0u ´ 1tq1V pη0q ą 0u

and note that

µpq,D,Xq ´ µ0pq,D,Xq “ S1pD,Xq ` S2pD,Xq1tq1ηpD,Xq ą 0u
` γUL,0pD,XqS3pq,D,Xq.

∇Dpµpq,D,Xq ´ µ0pq,D,Xqq “ ∇DS1pD,Xq ` ∇DS2pD,Xq1tq1ηpD,Xq ą 0u
` ∇DγUL,0pD,XqS3pq,D,Xq.

Step 2. I verify Assumption 3.5. The function class

Fξ “ tgpW, q, ξpqqq, q P Sd´1u Ď Hξ ` Yη ´ Mη,

where
Yη “ pYU ´ YLq ¨ Lη ¨ Iη ` YL

and

Mη “ tq1V pηqµpq,D,Xq, q P Sd´1u
Ď Lη ¨ pγLpD,Xq ` γULpD,Xq ¨ Iηq

and

Hξ “ tq1∇Dµpq,D,Xq, q P Sd´1u
Ď L∇DγL ` L∇γUL

Iη,

where all the classes above are P -Donsker and obey (A.12), which implies As-
sumption 3.5 (2). The integrable envelope FΞ for Fξ can be taken as

FΞ : “ }∇DγLpD,Xq} ` }∇DγULpD,Xq} (B.46)

` }V pηq}pYL ´ γL,0pD,Xq `Mγq ` }V pηq}pMUL `Mγq, (B.47)

which is integrable by Assumption 5.1.
Step 3. Bound on µN . Decompose the first-stage estimation error

gpW, q, ξpqqq ´ gpW, q, ξ0pqqq “ q1pBDµpq,D,Xq ´ BDµ0pq,D,Xqq
` q1V pη0qpY pq, ηq ´ Y pq, η0qq
´ q1V pη0qpµpq,D,Xq ´ µ0pq,D,Xqq
` pq1V pηq ´ q1V pη0qqpY pq, ηq ´ Y pq, η0qq
´ pq1V pηq ´ q1V pη0qqpµpq,D,Xq ´ µ0pq,D,Xqq

“
5ÿ

j“1

KjpW, q, ξq,
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Integration by parts implies

ErK1pW, q, ξq `K3pW, q, ξqs “ 0 @q P Sd´1.

Note that the terms K2pW, q, ξq and K4pW, q, ξq coincide with B1pW, q, ηq and
B2pW, q, ηq, that is,

K2pW, q, ξq “ K2pW, q, ηq “ B1pW, q, ηq,
K4pW, q, ξq “ K4pW, q, ηq “ B2pW, q, ηq.

Lemma 5.2 has shown that

sup
ηPTN

|EK2pW, q, ξq `K4pW, q, ξq| ď 2MULC̄f pη8
N q2.

Cauchy inequality gives

Epµpq,D,Xq ´ µ0pq,D,Xqq2 (B.48)

ď 3pES2

1pD,Xq ` ES2

2pD,Xq ` Eγ2UL,0pD,XqS2

3pq,D,Xqq
ď 3pES2

1pD,Xq ` ES2

2pD,Xq `M2

ULPpE`´pqqqq
“ Opγ2N ` η8

N q.

Cauchy inequality gives

sup
ξPΞN

E|K5pW, q, ξq| ď
a
E}V pηq ´ V pη0q}2

a
pEpµpq,D,Xq ´ µ0pq,D,Xqq2

“ Oppη8
N q3{2 ` η8

NγN q.

Step 4. Bound on r2
N . For η P TN , the following bounds hold for j “ 2 and

j “ 4 follow from (B.45)

sup
ηPTN

EK2

j pW, q, ηq ď E}V pηq ´ V pη0q}2pYU ´ ULq21tE`´pqqu ď M2

ULpη8
N q2, j “ 2, 4.

For supηPTN
}V pηq} ď C̄ a.s. and supηPTN

}V pηq ´ V pη0q} ď 2C̄ a.s., note that

sup
ξPΞN

EK2

j pW, q, ξq ď 4C̄2 sup
ξPΞN

Epµpq,D,Xq´µ0pq,D,Xqq2 “ Opγ2N`η8
N q, j “ 3, 5.

and

sup
ξPΞN

EK2

1 pW, q, ξq ď 3pE}∇DγLpD,Xq ´ ∇DγL,0pD,Xqs}2

` E}∇DγULpD,Xq ´ ∇DγUL,0pD,Xq}2

` C2

ULPpE`´pqqqq “ Opγ2N ` η8
N q

Collecting the bounds gives r1
N “ OpγN ` pη8

N q1{2q.
�
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C Supplementary Tables

Table C.1: Finite-sample performance of the non-ortho and ortho approaches
(true first-stage)

Non-ortho Ortho

N Total Outer Inner Rej.freq Total Outer Inner Rej.freq

Panel A: Bracket width∆ “ 1

250 0.46 0.45 0.44 0.07 0.14 0.13 0.12 0.06
500 0.34 0.33 0.33 0.05 0.10 0.09 0.08 0.06
700 0.28 0.27 0.27 0.03 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.04
1, 000 0.24 0.23 0.23 0.03 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.08

Panel B: Bracket width∆ “ 2

250 0.49 0.46 0.45 0.06 0.18 0.15 0.14 0.08
500 0.36 0.34 0.33 0.05 0.12 0.10 0.10 0.07
700 0.29 0.27 0.27 0.03 0.10 0.09 0.08 0.03
1, 000 0.25 0.23 0.23 0.03 0.09 0.08 0.07 0.09

Panel C: Bracket width∆ “ 3

250 0.52 0.48 0.46 0.06 0.22 0.18 0.16 0.04
500 0.38 0.34 0.33 0.06 0.15 0.13 0.12 0.05
700 0.31 0.28 0.28 0.03 0.13 0.11 0.10 0.03
1, 000 0.26 0.24 0.23 0.03 0.11 0.09 0.09 0.06

Notes. Results are based on 10, 000 simulation runs. Panels A, B and C corre-
spond to the bin width ∆ “ 1, 2, 3. Table shows the total risk (6.6), the outer
and inner risks (6.7), and the rejection frequency (6.8) for the nominal size
α “ 0.05. The supremum over the unit circumference is approximated by the
maximum over the grid consisting of 50 evenly spaced points. Columns (1–4)
and (5–8) correspond to the non-orthogonal and the orthogonal second-stage.
The number of bootstrap repetitions B “ 2, 000. The true support function is
in (6.4). The estimated support function is based on the true treatment fitted
values (i.e., true α1, α2), zero outcome fitted values (non-ortho) and Lasso out-
come fitted values (ortho).
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Table C.2: Finite-sample performance of estimators

Lasso-based (non-ortho) Series-based (ortho)

N Total Outer Inner Rej.freq Total Outer Inner Rej.freq

Panel A: Bracket width∆ “ 1

250 0.65 0.64 0.63 0.02 0.21 0.16 0.20 0.17
500 0.48 0.47 0.47 0.00 0.19 0.09 0.19 0.43
700 0.42 0.41 0.41 0.00 0.18 0.08 0.18 0.62
1, 000 0.36 0.35 0.35 0.00 0.18 0.06 0.18 1.00

Panel B: Bracket width∆ “ 2

250 0.67 0.65 0.64 0.03 0.34 0.24 0.33 0.24
500 0.49 0.48 0.47 0.00 0.33 0.13 0.33 0.87
700 0.43 0.42 0.41 0.00 0.32 0.11 0.32 0.99
1, 000 0.37 0.36 0.35 0.00 0.32 0.08 0.32 1.00

Panel C: Bracket width∆ “ 3

250 0.69 0.67 0.64 0.04 0.48 0.33 0.47 0.18
500 0.51 0.49 0.48 0.00 0.47 0.18 0.47 0.95
700 0.44 0.42 0.42 0.00 0.47 0.14 0.47 1.00
1, 000 0.38 0.36 0.36 0.00 0.47 0.11 0.47 1.00

Notes. Results are based on 10, 000 simulation runs. Panels A, B and C corre-
spond to the bin width ∆ “ 1, 2, 3. Table shows the total risk (6.6), the outer
and inner risks (6.7), and the rejection frequency (6.8) for the nominal size
α “ 0.05. The supremum over the unit circumference is approximated by the
maximum over the grid consisting of 50 evenly spaced points. The number of
bootstrap repetitions B “ 2, 000. The true support function is in (6.4).
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